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Economic sustainability is the goal of every citizen in an 
economy. With economic sustainability comes stability 
and growth. Lack of access to quality financial services has 
been one of the biggest obstacles to attain sustainability 
and securing one’s  future. 

When income cycles become smoother and surer the 
individual will gets stronger and more determined to 
achieve higher aspirations. To grow and achieve more. 
Adding more value to himself, his family and the society.

Everyone has dreams and aspirations for himself and his 
family. Reaching out to them and understanding them 
and then customizing financial solutions for them - that 
is Fullerton India’s mission. Which is why Fullerton India 
designed its financial services for the under-served mass 
market in India, aimed to facilitate the growth of every 
middle class household and small entrepreneur. 

Fullerton India successfully built a method of identifying 
and understanding needs and aspirations of people. 
Helping fulfill their needs and aspirations, with simple 

financial solutions. However small their needs. So that 
they can take advantage of the growing opportunities in 
today’s world. So that in every new step they take, they 
are not only surer and stronger, they are able to grow 
and become economically sustainable.   

Today, Fullerton India has over a million customers 
across urban and rural India whose aspirations have 
become a reality, with the financial services that it 
offers. Through its vast network of 386 branches and 
over 7500 employees Fullerton India reaches out to the 
large under served middle class segment, providing a 
range of financial solutions for a variety of needs. From 
microcredit to rural women to working capital for SMEs; 
from finance for 2-wheelers to finance for commercial 
vehicles to small transport operators; personal loans 
for education to home renovation; funds to small 
enterprises for additional stock to diversification into 
new enterprises, Fullerton India meets all these financial 
needs and more.

Fullerton India. 
For a surer, stronger and sustainable future.
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Fullerton India Credit Company Limited is a subsidiary of Fullerton 
Financial Holdings Pte Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of Temasek 
Holdings, a global investment firm headquartered in Singapore. 

Fullerton Financial Holdings invests in financial institutions in emerging 
markets. Its operations include both Business Banking and Consumer 
Banking. In Business Banking it targets the Commercial, SME and Self-
Employed mass market segments. Within consumer banking it focuses on 
the Mass Affluent and Mass Salaried segments. 

Fullerton India Credit Company Limited provides retail financial services to 
the urban and rural mass market in India, through its widespread branch 
network across the country.
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At Fullerton India, our mission to 
extend quality financial services to 
people in the underserved segments has 
been the reason for our existence and 
the moral compass for our recovery and 
success. It is this passion that drives 
our people to make a difference in the 
lives and future of  our customers.

“  

”

CHAIRMAN’s
STATEMENT
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Dear Shareholders,
I am pleased to report that after a tumultuous 
year ending March 31, 2010 during which 
the financial crisis seriously impacted the self- 
employed segment, Fullerton India succeeded 
in achieving a soft landing. The last fiscal 
year ending March 31, 2011 witnessed a 
remarkable turnaround and commencement 
of profitability and stability.

The Government of India has increased its 
emphasis on financial inclusion and has 
implemented various measures to accelerate 
access to financial services for a larger 
segment of the population. The Unique 
Identification Number project is a significant 
step in that direction. 

At Fullerton India, our mission to extend 
quality financial services to people in the 
underserved segments has been the reason 
for our existence and the moral compass for 
our recovery and success. It is this passion that 
drives our people to make a difference in the 
lives and future of our customers.

Fullerton India continues to build on its core 
strengths of providing financial services to the 
mass market segment in India through its vast 
network in urban and rural areas. We now 
offer our financial services in over 325 distinct 
geographical catchments across the country, 
with a customer base of over a million in both 
rural and urban markets; helping them build a 
surer, stronger and sustainable future. 

Our entry into the SME segment along with 
our core business segments of the urban and 
rural mass markets will help deliver robust 
growth in the coming years.

I would like to commend the excellent efforts 
of the entire team at Fullerton India, especially 
that of the senior management team under 
the dynamic leadership of our CEO Ruben De 
La Mora and our Deputy CEO Shantanu Mitra, 
for achieving and building a firm foundation 
for a surer, stronger and sustainable 
performance in the future. 

We thank you for your support.

With best wishes,

Francis Andrew Rozario 
Chairman
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’s
STATEMENT

All the initiatives we took have 
helped position the company 
on a surer, stronger and 
sustainable growth trajectory. 
This makes for a remarkable 
turnaround story.

“  

”
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Dear Shareholders,
Last year we set some tough goals for our 
business and I am happy to inform you that we 
have achieved all the milestones we planned. All 
the initiatives we took have helped position the 
company on a surer, stronger and sustainable 
growth trajectory. This makes for a remarkable 
turnaround story.

We modified and fine tuned our product 
programs to suit specific customer segments in 
the urban markets. The personal loans business 
grew well in the salaried and self-employed 
segments. The quality of our portfolio in these 
segments is rated one of the best in the industry 
by the credit bureau. 

Our secured loan products in two-wheeler and 
commercial vehicle financing grew steadily 
over the year. The quality of our two-wheeler 
financing portfolio too is rated one of the best in 
the industry by the credit bureau.

We have designed and rolled out a robust 
secured asset backed product for financing 
working capital and business expansion needs  
of the SME segment. We expect this to be a high 
growth area in the years to come. 

Our foray into the rural segment has helped us 
cater to a completely under-served segment. 
We now service over 225000 rural households 
across over 8000 villages in the country. We 
plan to introduce more products in the rural 
markets in the coming year like two-wheeler and 
commercial vehicle financing, mortgage products 
and also cater to the growing SME segment in 
the rural areas.

Our gross NPA’s have come down from 
11.25% to 4.53%, making our revenues 
stronger and sustainable.

Our branch consolidation exercise created 
a network that catered to both the salaried 
and self-employed segments of the market 
from a single branch. This helped reduce 
our manpower strength by nearly 35%, 
while significantly improving productivity. 
Our operations processes were streamlined 
further to achieve greater efficiencies and 
lowering costs. Creation of centralized credit 
hubs have not only helped to reduce costs 
but significantly improved approval quality. 
All this resulted in increasing operational 
margins month on month. The company is 
expected to further consolidate and improve 
the operational margin continuously through 
the year.

Our business achieved break-even in August 
2010 and has remained profitable since 
then. Overall, we achieved an impressive 
turnaround in performance ending the 
financial year in profits.  

Our customer base is now over a million. Our 
distribution network is now across 325 towns 
and cities and 8000 villages, with over 7500 
employees serving the market through 
386 branches.

I would like to thank our shareholders; 
Fullerton Financial Holdings Pte Ltd and 
Temasek Holdings Pte Ltd, Singapore for 
their continuous support and commitment 
to Fullerton India and the Indian market. 
We appreciate their faith and confidence 
in the India team and look forward to their 
continued support and valued inputs in 
growing this business. We would like to 
thank the Regulators, our Bankers and Rating 
Agencies for their continued support and 
confidence in us.

With best wishes,

Ruben de la Mora 
Chief Executive & President
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DEPUTY CEO’s
STATEMENT

A well designed customer 
acquisition program, discipline 
in execution of  processes and 
developing building blocks to meet 
strategic business goals of  the firm 
are significant results of  the year. 

“  

”
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Dear Shareholders,
The year 2010-11 could well be termed as a 
watershed year in Fullerton India’s life cycle. 

We challenged many of our existing 
business and operations processes to 
create an altogether new, more efficient 
and nimble organization. We revisited our 
customer service model and re-engineered  
it to deliver financial services more 
efficiently through the network. Every 
process from customer acquisition and 
service, credit programs, collection 
processes, employee productivity, branch 
and centralized operations were redesigned 
to be more productive, more cost-effective 
without compromising on market coverage 
or customer service.

Our business model today which services 
all segments in a market location through 
a single window branch configuration, is 
designed to service customer requirements 
with a better customer value proposition, 
while strengthening Fullerton India’s 
positioning.

A new regional hub-based centralized credit 
underwriting model was established for 
better efficiency and customer servicing. 
This has ensured an optimal and balanced 
management of risk and reward.  

A predictable credit underwriting process 
helps establish confidence in projecting 
and achieving financial results. As a 
result of a well designed credit approval 
process, our Personal Loan and Two-
wheeler Loan portfolios have been rated 
as one of the best in the industry by the 
credit bureau.

New products and variants of existing 
products were designed for new 
customer segments keeping our risk 
reward criteria in mind. New initiatives 
such as Capital Market Financing, Rural 
Financial Services, Mortgage Finance and 
SME Funding have been launched during 
the year, that have added value to our 
product offering in the market. 

A well designed customer acquisition 
program, discipline in execution of 
processes and developing building blocks 
to meet strategic business goals of the 
firm, are significant results of the year. 

Employee engagement activities and 
socio-economic initiatives have proven 
our ability to create a world class 
organization satisfying commercial and 
strategic goals to enable socio-economic 
growth in a vibrant India. 

With best wishes,

Shantanu Mitra 
Deputy CEO 
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 Dear Shareholders,

 Your Directors are pleased to present the 16th Annual Report on the business and operations of the Company along with the audited  
 financial accounts for the year ended 31st March, 2011.

Financial Highlights                         (Rupees in Lacs) 

Sr. No Particulars. 2010-2011 2009-2010

1 Total Income 88,061 93,555

2 Less: Expenditure 73,134 86,420

3 Less: Net Credit Losses 11,555 73,116

4 Profit/(Loss) before depreciation 3,372 (65,981)

5 Less: Depreciation 3,102 5,716

6 Profit/(Loss) Before Tax 270 (71,697)

7 Less : Provision for Taxes/Wealth Tax 6 12

8 Net Profit/(Loss) 264 (71,709)

9 Add : Balance brought forward from previous year (99,670) (27,961)

10 Transfer to Reserve Fund under Section 45 - IC of the RBI Act, 1934 53 -

11 Balance carried to Balance Sheet (99,459) (99,670)

12 Paid Up Capital 170,866 170,866

Financial performance and overview 

The year under review brought significant improvements in 
terms of business and financial performance. Restructuring 
activities which had commenced in the prior financial year 
such as combining business segments and consolidation of 
non-profitable branches have yielded positive results allowing 
the Company to turn profitable for the year 2010-11. The 
management is working towards increasing profitability by 
further optimizing revenue stream and expense savings, while 
at the same time maintaining strict control on credit quality.

Your Company has achieved operational break-even by 
posting profit after tax of Rs. 264 Lacs as compared to loss of 
Rs. 71,709 Lacs in the previous year.

Income for the year 2010-11 was marginally lower  
at Rs. 88,061 Lacs (P.Y. Rs. 93,555 Lacs) due to the 
discontinuance of some unprofitable segments.

Strict expense management discipline instituted in the year 
has resulted in a 15% saving on last year expenses, in-spite 
of higher interest cost due to stricter monetary policies 
implemented by the RBI.

Further, there has been significant improvement in the credit 
quality of portfolio sourced throughout the year. This has 
resulted in cost of credit going down by a significant 84% 
from Rs. 73,116 Lacs to Rs. 11,555 Lacs in the current year. 
The credit process and resources have been systematically 
upgraded during the year. With strong emphasis on credit 
quality, the Company has benchmarked accounts booked in 
the year with external information from the Credit Bureau on 
a regular basis. The benchmarking indicates that performance 
of accounts sourced has improved significantly, and therefore likely 
to contribute to sustained earnings in the future.

The Company has transferred an amount of Rs. 53 Lacs to the 
Reserve Fund, pursuant to Section 45-IC of the Reserve Bank 
of India Act, 1934. 

The Company’s net worth was Rs. 72,315 Lacs as on 31st 
March, 2011 (P.Y Rs. 71,763 Lacs as on 31st March, 2010).

The Loan book of the Company as on 31st March, 2011 has 
increased to Rs. 310,978 Lacs (P.Y Rs. 304,028 Lacs on 31st 
March, 2010).

During the year under review there have been some instances 
of delay in depositing the Profession tax dues with the 
appropriate authorities. This was mainly on account of the 
closure of some of the branches of the Company. 

Dividend

Considering the current financial position of the Company 
and the future plans, the Directors have decided not to 
recommend any dividend for the financial year 2010-2011.

Share capital

There was no issue or allotment of equity shares during the 
year. Hence, there was no change in the Issued, Subscribed 
and Paid-up Capital during the last financial year.

The issued, subscribed and paid up capital of the 
Company as on 31st March, 2011 was Rs. 170,866 Lacs 
out of which Angelica Investments Pte Ltd holds 95.01% 
i.e.1,62,34,05,000 Equity Shares of Rs. 10/- each & Fullerton 
Financial Holdings Pte Ltd holds 4.99% i.e. 8,52,56,357 Equity 
Shares of Rs. 10/- each.
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Capital Adequacy

As on 31st March, 2011 the Company’s Capital Adequacy 
Ratio (CAR) was at a comfortable level of 20.44% as against 
the minimum regulatory requirement of 12%. 

Debt Position

During the year under review, the Company placed  
Rs. 1385.60 Crores of Commercial Papers (Rs. 713 Crores 
repaid during the year) and Rs. 1183 Crores of Short Term 
Non-Convertible Debentures (Rs. 1208 Crores repaid during 
the year) with mutual funds and financial institutions. The 
Company availed loans of Rs. 1025 Crores (Repaid  
Rs. 814.28 Crores during the year) from PSU, Indian and 
Foreign Banks by way of long term and short term loans.

The Company also issued Long Term, Non-Convertible 
Secured and Unsecured, Redeemable Debentures aggregating 
to Rs. 340.9 Crores (Rs. 706 Crores repaid during the year) 
from various Mutual Funds and Financial Institutions on 
private placement basis.

Credit rating

(i) ICRA Ltd    

Issuer Rating of the Company 

During the year under review, ICRA Limited has reaffirmed the 
Issuer rating “IrAA+” with a stable outlook to the Company. 
The rating carries the low credit risk and indicates the high 
credit quality.

Long Term Debt Programme of Rs. 2,000 Crores 

ICRA Limited has reaffirmed the rating for the Long Term 
Debt programme of Rs. 2,000 Crores of the Company 
“LAA+” with stable outlook. This rating carries low credit risk 
and indicates high credit-quality. 

Short Term Debt / Commercial Paper programme of Rs. 
3,000 Crores

ICRA Limited has reaffirmed the “A1+”rating to the 
Company’s Short Term Debt/Commercial Paper programme 
of Rs. 3,000 Crores. This rating is the highest-credit rating 
assigned by ICRA Limited for Short Term Instruments rated in 
this category carrying the lowest risk in the short term. It also 
reflects the Company’s relatively stronger credit quality.

(ii) Fitch Ratings India Pvt Ltd

National Long Term Debt Rating 

Fitch Ratings has reaffirmed ‘AA+ (ind)’ National Long- term 
Debt rating to the Company.

National Short Term Debt Rating 

Fitch rating has affirmed ‘F1+ (ind)’ National Short term Debt 
rating with stable outlook to the Company. 

Management Discussion and Analysis

A detailed review of the operations, financial performance, 
risk management and future outlook of the Company and its 
business is provided under the Management Discussion and 
Analysis appearing as Annexure I to this report. 

Subsidiaries and associate companies

A. Fullerton India Foundation for Social & Economic 
Development (Section 25 Company) is a 100% subsidiary 
of the Company. It was promoted to carry out corporate 
social responsibility activities. 

B. The Company promoted a housing finance company, 
Fullerton India Home Finance Company Limited (FIHFCL), 
during the year. It is a 100% subsidiary of the Company 
and had been incorporated with an authorized capital of 
Rs.15 Crores. The Company has subscribed to the share 
capital of FIHFCL worth Rs. 2 Crores. FIHFCL is yet to 
commence its business activities.

C. The Company holds 87.63 Crores Equity Shares of Rs.10/- 
each aggregating to 38% of the total shareholding of 
Fullerton Securities & Wealth Advisors Ltd. 

Directors

The Board provides strategic direction to the Company and 
evaluates the effectiveness of management policies and 
overall performance of the Company. 

The Company voluntarily follows the spirit of Clause 49 of 
the Listing Agreement to the extent possible, though the said 
clause is not applicable to the Company, it being an unlisted 
company.   

Since the last AGM, the Board has appointed following 
persons as Additional Directors under Section 260 of the 
Companies Act, 1956 as per the details mentioned below: 

Sr. 
No.

 Name of 
Director

Category of 
Director

Date of 
Appointment

1. Mr. Lee Ah Boon Non-Executive 
Director

24th November, 
2010

2. Mr. Jagdish Khattar Non-Executive 
Director

25th January, 
2011

The profile of the aforesaid Additional Directors have been 
provided in the explanatory statement forming part of the 
AGM notice. The Board recommends their appointment as 
Directors.

DIRECTORS’ REPORT
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Following changes have taken place in the Board of Directors 
during the financial year 2010-11. 

(i) Appointment of Directors

Sr.  
No.

Name of 
Director

Category 
of 
Director

Date of 
Appointment

1. Mr. Manish 
Kejriwal

Non - 
Executive  
Director

18th May, 2010

2. Mr. Wilson Chia Non - 
Executive  
Director

30th July, 2010

3. Mr. Lee Ah Boon Non - 
Executive  
Director

24th November, 
2010

4. Mr. Jagdish 
Khattar

Non - 
Executive  
Director

25th January, 
2011

Directors Responsibility Statement

Pursuant to Section 217(2AA) of the Companies Act, 1956, 
the Directors to the best of their knowledge and belief 
confirm that:

a. in the preparation of the Annual accounts, the applicable 
accounting standards have been followed along with 
proper explanation relating to material departures;

b. appropriate accounting policies have been selected and 
applied consistently, and have made judgments and 
estimates that are reasonable and prudent so as to give a 
true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Company 
as at 31st March, 2011 and of the profit or loss of the 
Company for the financial year ended 31st March, 2011;

c. proper and sufficient care has been taken for the 
maintenance of adequate accounting records in 
accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act, 
1956, for safeguarding the assets of the Company and for 
preventing and detecting fraud and other irregularities; 
and

d. the Annual accounts have been prepared on a ‘going 
concern’ basis.

Corporate Governance

A detailed report on Corporate Governance is given 
as Annexure II to this report along with the applicable 
certification of the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial 
Officer of the Company (Annexure III).

Statutory Auditors 

The Auditors, M/s. S. R. Batliboi & Co., Chartered Accountants 
will retire at the conclusion of the 16th Annual General 
Meeting. They have confirmed their eligibility and willingness 
to accept office, if re-appointed. Members are requested to 
consider their re-appointment on remuneration to be decided 
by the Board (post recommendation by the Audit Committee). 
A certificate from the Auditors has been received to the 
effect that their re-appointment, if made, would be within 
the statutory limits prescribed under Section 224(1B) of the 
Companies Act, 1956.

Conservation of Energy, Technology absorption 
and foreign exchange earnings and outgo

The provisions of the Notification no. GSR 1029 dated 31st 
December, 1988, relating to conservation of energy and 
technology absorption do not apply to the Company, being 
an NBFC. However, the Company continues to use the latest 
technologies for improving the productivity and quality of its 
services.

With regard to foreign exchange earnings and outgo, during 
the period, there were foreign exchange outgo transactions 
totaling to Rs. 296 Lacs, relating to travel, legal and 
professional fees.

Sr.  
No.

Name of 
Director

Category 
of 
Director

Date of 
Appointment

1. Ms. Cheo Hock 
Kaun

Non - 
Executive  
Director

18th May, 2010

2. Ms. Archana 
Parekh

Alternate 
Director to 
Ms. Cheo 
Hock Kuan

18th May, 2010

3. Mr. Jovasky Pang Non - 
Executive  
Director

30th July, 2010

4. Mr. SNG Seow 
Wah

Non - 
Executive  
Director

30th July, 2010

5. Mr. Julio Francis 
Ribeiro

Independent 
Director

24th November, 
2010

The Board would like to take this opportunity to express its 
gratitude to the Directors who resigned from the Board during 
the year, for the valuable contributions and guidance provided 
during their tenure.

Reserve Bank of India Guidelines

The Company complies with all the applicable guidelines and 
regulations issued by the Reserve Bank of India for Category 
“A” NBFC. 

Public Deposits 

Although the Company is registered as a “Deposit Taking 
Company” with the Reserve Bank of India, it has not accepted 
any public deposits during the year under review. 

(ii) Resignation of Directors
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Particulars of employees

 Information as per Section 217(2A) of the Companies Act, 
1956, read with the Companies (Particulars of Employees) 
Rules, 1975, forms part of this Report. However, as per the 
provisions of Section 219(1) (b)(iv) of the said Act, this Report 
and the Accounts statement are being sent to all shareholders 
excluding the Statement of Particulars of Employees under 
Section 217(2A). Any shareholder interested in obtaining a 
copy of the statement may write to the Company Secretary at 
the Registered Office of the Company.

Employees Stock Option Plan (ESOP)

During the year no ESOPs were granted/exercised by the 
Employees.

Acknowledgement

Your Directors would like to place on record, their gratitude 
for all the guidance and co-operation received from the 
Reserve Bank of India and other Government and regulatory 
agencies. 

Your Directors would like to thank the Company’s Clients, 
Vendors, Valued Customers, Suppliers, Investors, Bankers, 
Employees and Shareholders for their continued support 
during the year. 

Your Directors would also like to take this opportunity to 
express their appreciation for the hard work and dedicated 
efforts put in by the Company’s employees and look forward 
to their continued contribution. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors 

 
Francis Andrew Rozario  

Chairman

Place: Mumbai  
Date: 7th June, 2011

Awards
Fullerton India Gramshakti wins  
Asia Microfinance Award for Innovation  
in Technology in Singapore

Fullerton India won the Runner-Up Award at the Asia 
Microfinance Conference in Singapore on 25th January 
2011 for Innovation in Technology. 

The award was conferred on Fullerton India for deploying a 
straight through processing of weekly field collections onto 
a centrally hosted core lending platform. 

The features of this  innovation which helped us win the 
award were 
 
•  Implementation of ‘technology-centric’ business  
    processes  
 

•  Deploying a straight through processing of weekly  
    field collections onto a centrally hosted core lending  
    platform.  
 

•  Information up-dation sans user intervention with post  
    biometric authentication and meeting attendance.  
 

•  Innovations and Benefits  
- Time save for customers at every center meeting 
- Biometric Authentication and control 
- Productivity Improvement and controls at branch   
  due to seamless 
- Financial Data transfer to and from the Core   
  Lending system (CLS) 
- GREEN technology-no paper receipts 
- Software design improves   productivity 
- Transparency and convenience in transactions  
  with customers

DIRECTORS’ REPORT
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Fullerton India – Voted one of World’s Hottest 
Brands by AdAge Magazine, USA

For its pioneering creative direct marketing program 
designs, Fullerton India was voted one of the World’s 
Hottest Brands by Advertising Age magazine in its June 14, 
2010 Global Report. Advertising Age, USA is one of the 
world’s leading magazines on advertising and marketing. 

Fullerton India received this honor for innovation in direct 
marketing tools for promoting its financial services to 
underserved customers in the self-employed and salaried 
segments, in both urban and rural areas.  

To reach customer segments with limited access to 
traditional media, Fullerton India created audio-visuals 
and visual selling aids for direct marketing events and 
interactions with prospects, by its large team of relationship 
officers. Innovative media was also used to implement these 
outreach programs on the ground. 

This differentiated Fullerton India from the traditional 
marketing methods used by the rest of industry. Its direct 
marketing programs helped develop the emotional connect 
with the customer segment, addressing their aspirations in 
face-to-face interactions.   

Fullerton India receives Skoch Virtual 
Corporation Award 2010  

Fullerton India’s “Robust and scalable IT 
Infrastructure” received the award in the category – 
Skoch Virtual Corporation Award on  
Sept 22 2010 – Digital Inclusion Day, in New Delhi 

This award recognizes and felicitates the unique 
and innovative implementations like low cost ADSL 
network, secured access to mobile/laptops users, 
Open office, low cost voice network, early adoption 
of RF network, open source Citrix/virtualization and 
open source mailing solutions. All these helped in 
providing quick rollout with sustainable performance 
and in excess of 10 % savings on costs.
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Overview of  the Economy
Emerging from the slowdown caused by the global financial 
crisis of 2007-09 the Indian economy has shown remarkable 
resilience. Robust growth and steady fiscal consolidation have 
been the hallmark of the Indian economy in the year 2010-
11. The growth rate has been 8.6 percent in 2010-11 and 
is expected to be around 9 percent in the next fiscal year. 
The growth was broad based and composed of 5.4 per cent 
growth in agriculture, 8.1 per cent in industries and 9.6 per 
cent in services. 

The performance in agriculture has been impressive producing 
more that 235 million tons of food grains, the highest since 
Independence. Manufacturing and Services sectors too 
registered impressive gains. The industrial output growth rate 
was 8.6 per cent while the manufacturing sector registered 
a growth rate of 9.1 per cent in 2010-11. The buoyancy in 
indicators of industrial performance suggest, that the medium 
to long term prospects of the economy including the industrial 
sector continues to be positive. On the demand side, a rise in 
savings and investments and an uptick in private consumption 
have resulted in strong growth of GDP at constant market 
prices at 9.7 percent in 2010-11.

The services sector could be the potential growth engine, and 
the government proposes to introduce policies to promote 
further opportunities in new areas in global demand such 
as accounting, legal, tourism, education, financial and other 
services beyond the IT and business process sectors.

India’s exports surged to a record high growth in the fiscal 
year 2010-11. Merchandise exports rose 37.5% to USD 
246 Bn (Rs.1,156,200 Cr) in the last fiscal year against a 
Government target of USD 200 Bn (Rs.940,000 Cr) the 
highest growth on record, as demand soared for engineering 
goods, oil products and textiles. The Government’s target was 
USD 200 billion and is aiming for at least 25% export growth 
in the 2011-12 fiscal year. This has helped reduce the trade 
deficit to USD 104 Bn (Rs.488,800 Cr) against an estimated 
USD 135 Bn (Rs.634,500 Cr)for the year.

The inclusive growth agenda of the Government is reflected 
in the 59 per cent rise in Net Bank Credit. The expenditure on 
Social Sector programs has been stepped up by 5 percent of 
GDP over the past five years.

A gradual withdrawal of the monetary concessions is helping 
contain inflationary pressures. Inflation which remained at 
high levels for a large part of fiscal year 2010-11 was largely 
driven by food items. Not with standing the tightening money 
market conditions and moderate growth in deposits,  
the financial situation remained orderly with a pickup in credit 
growth, vibrant equity market and stable exchange market. 

A moderation in the current account balance of payments 
position is likely with deceleration in imports and acceleration 
in exports as per the latest monthly merchandise trade 
data. Though downside risks of global events, particularly 
movement in the prices of commodities like crude oil and 
uncertainty of crude supplies due to the Middle-East crisis 
remain, the Indian economy is poised to further improve and 
consolidate in terms of key macroeconomic indicators.  

A BMI India Retail Report forecasts that total retail sales will 
double from US$ 395.96 Bn (Rs.1,861,200 Cr) in 2011 to US$ 
785.12 Bn (Rs.3,694,200 Cr) by 2015. This is attributed to 
strong underlying economic growth, population expansion, 
the increasing disposable income among individuals and 
the expansion of organized retail infrastructure. Besides the 
expanding middle and upper class consumer base, growth 
will be accelerated by opportunities in India’s tier-II and tier-III 
cities. The greater availability of personal credit and a growing 
vehicle population providing improved mobility also contribute 
to a progressive trend in annual retail sales. 

Redefining their buying behavior and lifestyle, Indian 
consumers are driven by premium products in the markets. 
The year 2010 for the consumer durable industry has 
witnessed growth owing to advanced and smart technologies 
for consumers. According to a CEAMA report, the USD 7.74 
billion (INR 35, 000 Cr) consumer durable industry is poised to 
grow at 15 per cent in 2011 against 13 per cent in 2010.

According to the Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers 
(SIAM), the passenger vehicles segment grew at 30.97 
percent during April-January 2011 over the same period last 
year. Motorcycle sales registered a growth of 23.57 per cent 
during April-January 2011 over the corresponding period last 
year. Furthermore, the overall commercial vehicles segment 
witnessed a progress of 31.23 per cent during April-January 
2011, as per SIAM.

India’s fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) sector is expected 
to grow 13 per cent during 2010/11 on the back of strong 
economic growth, a good monsoon and subsequent rise in 
rural income, according to an industry body. The sector has 
the potential to grow to a US$ 133.67 Bn (Rs.629,800 Cr) 
industry in the next 10 years from its current US$ 28.96 Bn  
(Rs.136,300) size according to a new report ‘FMCG Roadmap 
2020: the Game Changers’ by Booz & Company.

Real GDP growth is expected to reach the 9 per cent mark in 
2011-12 and the next two decades may well see the economy 
growing faster than it has done any time in the past. 

Dhanabal, Branch Manager, Perundurai, Tamil 
Nadu, Fullerton India Gramshakti.
 “Fullerton is an organization which has always cared for not only its 
employees but also its customers. Economic and social development of the 
customers has been a key focus area in the rural business.  Apart from giv-
ing loans we train customers on new and alternate livelihoods and health 
care which are appreciated by the customers. As a Manager I have gained 
tremendously, through exposure to new processes and modern methods of 
doing business, which makes work enriching and interesting. I am looking 
at a long term career at Fullerton India.” 
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Finance Sector Overview
Bank Credit 

Credit off-take started picking up from the end of 2009-10 
and continued its momentum during 2010-11 as well. The 
pickup in credit reflected the improved demand conditions 
associated with stronger industrial recovery and growth. 
Telecom operators raised credit to pay for 3G/broadband 
wireless access (BWA) spectrums, which partly contributed to 
stronger credit growth in the first quarter of 2010-11.

During 2010-11 credit started picking up in a strong way from 
early June 2010 and since then the growth in bank credit 
has shown a continuous increasing trend. Growth in non-
food credit in 2010-11 was much higher at 11.9 per cent as 
compared to 6.2 percent in the previous year and 23.5 per 
cent year on year basis as compared to 11.8 per cent for the 
corresponding period of the previous year.

Growth in aggregate deposits in 2010-11 has been lower 
than for the corresponding period of the previous year. The 
high expansion in credit relative to lower growth in deposits 
during 2010-11 has caused increase in the credit- deposit 
ratio from 72.2 per cent in end-March 2010 to approximately 
75.8 per cent in end March 2011.

During the financial year, private-sector banks have been 
faring better in terms of growth in credit extended as 
compared to public-sector banks (PSBs) and foreign banks. 
Due to higher credit growth and tight liquidity condition, 
investments of commercial banks in Government and 
other approved securities remained low at 27.3 per cent as 
compared to 29.2 per cent in the previous year. Consequently, 
the investment-deposit ratio declined from 30.8 per cent in 
end-March 2010 to 30.1 per cent on 17 March 2011 as the 
investment and deposit growth of scheduled Commercial 
Banks (SCBs) is lower. 

NBFC Sector 

NBFCs as a whole account for 11.2 percent of assets of the 
Indian financial system. The total number of NBFCs registered 
with the RBI, consisting of NBFCs declined from 12,740 
in end – June to 12, 630 in end- June 2010. The number 
of deposit taking NBFCs declined from 336 to 308 during 
the same period whereas non-deposit taking systematically 
important NBFCs (those with asset size of Rs 100 crore or 
more) increased from 234 to 260. Financial performance of 
NBFC ( deposit taking)  witnessed moderate deterioration as 
reflected in the decline in their operating profits during 2009-
10. This decline was mainly on account of higher growth in 
expenditure than income of these institutions. There was a 
decline in the gross NPAs to gross advances ratio of NBFCs 
( deposit taking) in 2009-10 in continuation of the trend 
observed in the recent past. 

The financial performance of the NBFCs (non-deposit taking 
- ND) sector improved marginally as reflected in the increase 
in net profit of Rs.10,897 crores during 2009-10 over the 
previous year. However, their net profit to total assets 
declined during the same period. The balance sheet of NBFCs- 
(ND) stood at Rs. 5,63,476 crores in end-March 2010 as 

compared to Rs. 4,82,907 crores in end-March 2009 thereby 
registering a growth of 16.7 per cent during 2009-10. Gross 
and net NPAs ratios of the NBFCs- ND sector deteriorated 
marginally during the year ended March 2010. The regulatory 
and supervisory framework of NBFCs continued to focus 
on prudential regulations with specific attention to the 
systemically important non-deposit-taking companies (NBFC-
ND-SI). 

The pattern of deployment of funds by NBFCs- ND in the 
year ended March 2010 remained broadly in line with that 
witnessed during the previous year. Secured loans continued 
to constitute the largest share (44.3 per cent of total assets), 
followed by unsecured loans (17.8 per cent), hire purchase 
assets (7.4 per cent), investments (17.4 per cent), cash and 
bank balances (4.5 per cent)and other assets (8.4 per cent) 
during the year ended March 2011. The regulatory and 
supervisory framework of NBFCs continued to focus on 
prudential regulations.

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS  

Manvinder Singh, Training Manager, Chandigarh
No day is like the one before, in my role as a Training Manager at 
Fullerton India. I constantly get to learn new skills, continue to enhance 
my knowledge and travel around; meet different people.. We are 
constantly presented with changes and challenges. Whatever new 
challenges I face, I always know that I have access to a large network 
of willing colleagues ready to lend advice, share knowledge, and help 
me perform at my best. 

Interest rates
i. Deposit Rates

Domestic deposit rates of SCBs have moved up so far during 
2010-11. Following the RBI raising the repo and reverse repo 
rates by 125 basis points (bps) and 175 bps respectively during 
March-November 2010, the SCBs increased their deposit rates 
by 50 bps to 200 bps. Interest rates offered by the public 
sector banks (PSBs), private-sector banks and foreign banks 
on deposits of maturity of one to three years changed from 
the range of 6.00-7.25 per cent, 5.25- 7.75 per cent, and 
2.25-8.00 per cent respectively in March 2010 to the range 
of 7.00-8.50 per cent, 7.25-9.00 per cent, and 3.00-8.00 per 
cent respectively in December 2010
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ii. Lending Rates

The BPLR of SCBs remained unchanged from July 2009 till 
end-June 2010. The base rate system replaced the BPLR 
system with effect from 1 July 2010. The base rates of 
PSBs, private-sector banks and foreign banks were fixed in 
the range of 7.50- 8.25 per cent, 7.00-8.75 per cent, and 
5.50-9.00 per cent respectively. Subsequently, several banks 
reviewed and increased their base rates. The base rate of PSBs 
and private-sector banks changed to the range of 7.60-9.00 
per cent and 7.00-9.00 percent respectively in December 
2010. Almost 60 banks with a 97 per cent share in total bank 
credit have fixed the base rate in the range of 7.00-8.50 per 
cent in November 2010.

Rural finance
The Kisan Credit Card (KCC) Scheme has become a widely 
accepted mechanism for delivery of credit to farmers. With 
a view to making the KCC more user friendly, NABARD 
(National Board for Agriculture and Rural Development) 
has enlarged its scope to cover term loans for agriculture 
and allied activities, including a reasonable component for 
consumption needs, besides the existing facility of providing 
crop loan limit. The banking system has issued 95.6 Mn KCCs 
involving a total sanctioned credit limit of Rs 4,37,241 crore 
as on 31 August 2010. The share of commercial banks stood 
at 44.4 per cent of the total number of cards issued by the 
banking sector followed by cooperative banks (40.9 per cent) 
and RRBs (14.7 per cent).

Microfinance 

The rapidly growing microfinance business slowed down 
due to the introduction of a tough Microfinance Act by the 
Andhra Pradesh government affecting all MFIs having a base 
in Andhra. Though the AP MFI Act was applicable only to 
Andhra Pradesh, it affected the micro-finance business across 
the country as a large part of the customer base of MFIs was 
in Andhra. Restrictions placed on MFIs by the Act caused a 
severe dip in collections and a complete stoppage of fresh 
disbursals. Lower collections of dues in AP of 10-20% as 
compared to the normal level of over 90%, affected disbursal 
in other parts of the country as well. Though micro finance 
loans were still classified as priority sector loans, bank funding 
slowed, affecting disbursals across the country. 

The Reserve Bank constituted the Malegam Committee to 
recommend uniform regulations for all MFIs and NBFC MFIs. 
Subsequent to the committee’s recommendations the RBI 
released a new Microfinance Policy in early May 2011.  The 
new RBI policy for Microfinance stipulates interest rate and 
interest margin caps and also specifies the income segment of 
customers for Microfinance institutions (MFI). It also specifies 
that a majority of the portfolio should be micro loans with 
these parameters to be termed as a MFI. These norms are to 
be followed by micro finance institutions intending to avail of 
Priority Sector Loans from banks. 

Source

ICRA Annual Report ;Edelweiss Research; CLSA Report; CARE 
Annual Report; Economictimes.com; Myiris.com; Business-
standard.com; Hindubusinessline.com; Deloitte Economic 
Report ; E&Y Annual Report

Fullerton India
Urban Mass Market Business

The year 2010 – 2011 has been a watershed year for 
the Fullerton India urban mass market business. The key 
strategies for the year were all diligently tracked and 
implemented efficiently by the organization to achieve 
the objective of commercial profitability by the end of the 
financial year. 

Key strategic initiatives related to business which led to the 
turn around in commercial profitability were as follows:

Unsecured Loans Business

1. Implementation of a common distribution infrastructure: 
Fullerton India set up a common single window 
distribution infrastructure for both the salaried and self 
employed customer segments. This resulted in not only 
greater efficiency and productivity at the front end sales 
level but helped generate significant savings in customer 
acquisition and operation costs. 

2. Entering new markets for salaried business: Through 
the new distribution network Fullerton India gained 
access to 72 new markets to distribute personal loans in 
underserved salaried customer segments.

3. Expanding reach through partner channels: Fullerton 
India diligently built the largest associate partner 
marketing network in organized financial services over 
the past year. The channel network added was extensive 
not only in terms of geographical spread but also covered 
all channel types like individual agents, large corporate 
entities in financial product distribution, internet channels 
and third party distribution firms. These channel partners 
enabled Fullerton India to significantly increase the 
productivity of its sales force. 

4. Capitalizing on the cross sell opportunity: The diligence 
and rigor shown by the sales and credit teams, in right 
selection of customers helped it to garner a larger share of 
business from its customer base. Contribution of business 
from quality existing borrowers grew manifold in the last 
financial year.

Vinay Sindhu, Branch Manager, Hissar
Kaizen (continuous Improvement) is the mantra of Fullerton India. The willing-
ness to learn and continuously improve has helped us grow from strength to 
strength. An open mind and a focused and systematic approach in everything 
is the hallmark of Fullerton India. The MIS driven decision making, makes me 
feel that we are truly professional in our approach. This work environment has 
instilled in a high level of self-confidence in me.
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Secured Loan Business

1. Expanding the Two-wheeler Finance Business : A unique 
Dealer Loyalty Program was launched which was the 
first of its kind in the two wheeler finance space which 
helped Fullerton India build a strong relationship with the 
dealer network of various manufacturers. The automated 
Trade Advance program was also launched in the festive 
season and is one of the key value propositions to the 
dealers in the Two Wheeler business. The Two Wheeler 
business witnessed a huge leap over the last financial 
year with preferred financier tie-ups signed up with more 
manufacturers.

2. Car Finance Business: The Car Loans Business was 
launched in 25 locations in the pilot phase and initial 
results have been satisfactory. With a robust credit 
process, Fullerton India is one of the few organizations 
to adopt a relationship based approach in this product 
with dedicated Relationship Managers in each location 
servicing customers and the dealer network.

3. Mortgage Business: The Mortgage Business was expanded 
to 35 locations with a special focus on the self-employed 
customer segment. This strategic shift in redefining the 
target segments yielded substantial improvement in the 
profitability and has helped to build a robust business 
model for the Mortgage business.

4. Commercial Vehicle Business: Commercial Vehicle 
financing was started in 34 locations to leverage the 
existing network and build a strong secured business. 
Over 3000 customers were acquired during the year 
2010-11 and the portfolio is trending well on key 
parameters. Dealers and manufacturers alike have 
recognized us as an upcoming player despite numerous 
Commercial Vehicle financiers in the Industry. Credit 

rating agency, ICRA’s triple AAA rating of Fullerton India’s 
Commercial Vehicle Loan portfolio is a testimony of the 
quality of the customer relationships acquired. 

The year 2011 – 12 is an opportunity for Fullerton India to 
build further on its well established business segments and 
leverage the operational efficiencies it has already created.

The key focus areas in the next financial year would be:

1. Per Account Profitability: The profitability thrust for 
Fullerton India will be sharper in the financial year as 
the company seeks to reduce origination of low profit 
accounts. While the focus on risk was always foremost 
the organization will focus on lowering costs in sourcing, 
booking and servicing of the loan account to ensure 
higher shareholder return.

2. Focusing on building a wider channel partner network 
in key locations: Fullerton India will be implementing 
an enhanced distribution and processing structure to 
profitably grow the external channel business. This is 
viewed to be a key area of further growth for the firm.

3. Leveraging the cross – sell opportunity: Fullerton India 
will continue to focus on gaining deeper wallet share 
acquisition of its existing customer base. This will be done 
through streamlining of the distribution force to offer 
adequate focus and rigor to garner incremental growth 
from the customer segment.

4. Building the secured loans portfolio: The company aims 
to build its secured portfolio further by expanding the 
Two-Wheeler business in new geographies, increasing the 
footprint on the 4-Wheeler & Mortgage business in Tier 2, 
3 & 4 markets. In the Commercial Vehicle business it plans 
to acquire 10,000 customers in 2011-12 by leveraging 
the existing branch network without new investments 
in infrastructure. This portfolio will fulfill “Priority Sector 
Lending” norms. Focus will be on high yield refinance, 
Light Commercial Vehicles and increasing the retail 
commercial vehicle customer base in the coming year.

Fullerton India Gramshakti -  
Rural Financial Services

The availability of quality financial services in rural areas 
is extremely important for the growth of the economy as 
this will enable the large rural mass market and the rapidly 
growing lower mass segment in the urban areas to fund the 
growth of their livelihoods. The growth of the economy is 
dependent on the growth of the mass market in the country. 
Therefore greater financial inclusion in these segments is 
imperative to the overall growth of the economy.

Fullerton India has a long term vision of helping enhance 
livelihoods of people by providing them access to quality 
financial services. Lack of financial help stunts the growth 
of many rural and urban micro-enterprises and force people 
to migrate to larger urban areas in search of jobs. Financial 
support to people in this segment helps them continue and 
grow their livelihoods. It helps them start new livelihoods 
where opportunities exist. 

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS  

V. Guruprasad, Area Manager, Karnataka, 
Fullerton India Gramshakti
I joined Fullerton India over 3 years back as Branch Manager 
of one of the first Rural Business branches. Over these 3 years 
I have helped build the network in the Karnataka State of 
which I am proud to be the Area Manager today, overseeing 
11 branches, 125 employees serving over 45,000 customers. 
This rich experience has made me into a complete Manager 
capable of handling customers, employees, community and 
market development. I hope to grow my part of the network 
into a business catering to all rural segments.
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In the long run Fullerton India intends to facilitate market 
linkages that will help people in these segments access wider 
markets enabling them to enhance their trade and livelihoods 
and improve their quality of lives overall. 

Emphasis on comprehensive pre-disbursal training and 
financial literacy of all its customers on the credit discipline has 
ensured complete understanding of the benefits of organized 
and collective borrowing. It has also helped Fullerton India 
build strong customer relationships. 

Fullerton India has invested in unique technology systems to 
enable it to serve the customer better and faster. Its use of 
bio-metric authentication processes and transaction devices 
has enabled speedier servicing of collections and also built a 
great deal of transparency, trust and customer confidence

Fullerton India plans to expand its reach and establish itself 
as a financial institution that contributes significantly to 
financing requirements of all customer segments in rural 
areas. The company plans to introduce more products in the 
rural markets the like – two-wheeler loans, commercial vehicle 
loans, business loans and asset backed loans for growth and 
expansion to micro, small and medium enterprises.    

Fullerton India’s rural business called “Gramshakti” has 
a presence in 6 states of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, 
Maharashtra, Karnataka, Gujarat & Rajasthan. Through its 84 
Gramshakti branches Fullerton India services over 8000 small 
towns and villages. 

By March 2011 Gramshakti had over 225,000 customers 
providing them small loans for various livelihood advancement 
activities. Its key offerings include micro loans to women’s 
solidarity groups and Growing Enterprise Loans to micro-
enterprises and retailers.

Innovating products for customer needs

Customer needs are varied across rural and urban, from 
region to region and are peculiar in each different trade, with 
different revenue and business cycles and earning seasons. 
Fullerton India Gramshakti constantly strives to identify these 
needs and create products that meet the needs of different 
vocations and segments in the urban and rural microfinance 
segment. 

Key products offered in Rural Markets: 
 -  Micro loans to Women’s Solidarity Groups   
 -  Growing Enterprise Loans  
 -  Two - wheeler Finance 
 -  Commercial Vehicle Finance   
 -  Insurance

Building enduring customer relationships

Our Relationship Officers are trained to promote the concept 
of women’s groups coming together to leverage their group 
strength in availing financial services to grow their livelihoods.  
They service the customer groups at their doorstep and 
constantly engage in improving the understanding of 
customers on the company’s financial services as well as the 
need for good credit behaviour and group discipline.

Leveraging technology to service the rural customer

The company has invested in unique technology systems to 
enable us to serve the customer better and faster. Our use of 
biometric authentication processes and transaction devices, 
have enabled speedier servicing of collections and also build 
a great level of trust and customer confidence. 

Our branches are linked with our central systems and all 
operations are online providing for access to customer 
information and transactions on a real time basis.

Fullerton India : SME Financing

After comprehensive research and testing, Fullerton India 
launched a secured loan product for the SME segment. This 
asset backed financing model provides the SME segment 
customer the ability to leverage the full value of his asset to 
access funds for working capital and expansion.

The product has been designed to ideally suit growing Small 
& Medium Enterprises in the top 25 cities who form the 
core manufacturing and services sector of the economy. 
This segment is still under-served and therefore holds out 
tremendous potential for the Company to capitalize on.

In the coming year we expect this to be one of the growth 
engines of the company that will also help build its secured 
lending portfolio.

Fullerton India : Capital Markets Funding

The Capital Markets Funding business was set up in the last 
quarter of 2010. The foray into this business was mainly to 
provide diversity to our portfolio, target the Affluent / HNI 
segment and leverage the access we have to the customer 
base of our group company Fullerton Securities & Wealth 
Advisers Ltd., by offering their customers capital markets 
funding options.

Manoharan, Manager, Human Capital, Tamil Nadu
“This organization believes in, nurturing and providing opportunities to 
its talent pool of managers. Over the last 4 years I have grown from a 
recruitment specialist to handling training to now handling all aspects 
of Human Capital development for an entire state.  This experience 
has developed me into a professional with better insight of the Human 
Capital function equipping me to handle the needs of the business. 
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Like other leading NBFC’s, our plan is to launch products like 
margin funding, loan against shares, employee stock option funding, 
promoter funding and allied products in a phased manner. The first 
product to be launched will be Margin Funding.

We have finalised the product and credit program, 
operational process flows, acquisition and servicing model, 
bank partnerships and partnership with Orbis Financial, for 
outsourcing part of the operations and risk management. 

The margin funding product is expected to be piloted for 6 
months starting mid 2011. During the year we intend to grow 
the funding portfolio with the introduction of new products 
and partnerships with other brokerage houses.

Risk factors relating the business of Fullerton India  

1. Credit risk  

Credit risk is the risk of financial loss if a borrower or any 
other counterparty fails to meet its contractual obligations. 
Credit risk arises from all transactions that give rise to actual, 
contingent or potential claims against any counterparty, 
borrower or obligor. Such losses stem from outright default 
due to inability or unwillingness of a customer or counterparty 
to meet commitments and will have a material effect on our 
financial condition and results of operations. 

2. Liquidity and Market Risk

Liquidity risk is risk to earnings or capital arising from our 
company’s inability to meet current or future obligations on 
due date. Volatility in the liquidity environment due to tight 
monetary policy to check inflationary pressures will impact net 
earnings. 

The Liquidity risk is a two-dimensional one (i) Liability 
dimension :  risk of portfolio of assets not being funded at 
appropriate maturity or pricing and (ii) asset dimension : 
the risk of asset liquidation not in a timely manner or at a 
desirable price.

Considering significant proportion of our portfolio is 
unsecured, our ability to enforce re-pricing the loans is 
challenging.

Market Risk is the risk of losses arising from the movements 
in market prices as well as the volatilities of those changes, 
which may impact our earnings and capital. In our case, 
Market Risk emanates from our treasury investment activities 
made on a proprietary book basis; equity price risk or currency 
risks do not apply to us as we do not have capital market or 
cross country exposures. 

3. Regulatory risks 

The business is open to regulatory risks caused due to state 
policy on money lending, interest rates and fee structures 
including recognition norms and collection practices. The 
events over last six months in Microfinance segment is an 
example of potential impact of such regulation.  

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS  

4. Collateral value risk

Losses may occur due to (i) delays in enforcing collateral in 
the event of borrower default, (ii) inability to realize expected 
value of security due to changes in secondary markets and (iii) 
delays in legal system for recovery of bad debts. SARFESI act 
is considered as an effective resolution mode for delinquent 
mortgage portfolio; SARFESI act is not applicable to our 
company and thus increases risk on collateral value realization. 

5. Operational Risks

We are exposed to operational risks resulting from inadequate 
and / or missing controls from failed internal processes, people 
& systems or from external events or a combination of all 
the four. This includes risk of fraud or other mis-conduct by 
employees, vendors or outsiders, unauthorized transactions 
by employees, operational errors, including clerical or record 
keeping errors or those resulting from faulty or failure of 
computer or information systems.  

6. Risk of portfolio balance 

Substantial proportion of our portfolio is in unsecured 
segment, an area vacated by many other financiers due to 
failed models. Borrowers intention to repay in absence of 
security or ‘sticky’ factor may lead to potentially high losses.  

7. Managing technology 

Technology is the key to deliver customized financial 
solutions to meet the growing operational complexities and 
product volumes in an increasingly competitive environment. 
The organization aims to maintain a scalable computing 
infrastructure backed by a robust network architecture 
that delivers service across multiple channels for customer 
convenience and cost reduction through operational efficiency. 
In order to retain a competitive edge, the Organization’s 
technology infrastructure is continuously upgraded. 

The viability of the business model will largely depend on 
a technology platform which is robust, easy to deploy, 
up-scalable, user-friendly, yet economical. While we are 
leveraging technology to enhance the process efficiency and 
enhanced convenience of customers we are open to risks on 
account of inadequate security frame work, manual processes 
and cost pressures. 

Manisha Rawat, Hub Credit Manager, Delhi
When i joined Fullerton India, I could not imagine that I would learn so 
much here. I got an insight into various financial products besides the op-
portunity to handle areas like- Branch credit, Operations, team management 
& collections & managing a Credit Hub as well. Now I am also a Qualified 
Facilitator for training new hires in the Credit Induction Program. Overall it 
has been a journey where I have grown both professionally and personally.
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8. Manpower retention  

Limiting non-regretted attrition and maintaining a healthy 
pipeline of talent is essential for organizational growth, 
standardization of practices and continued robustness of 
processes. Retention of good, experienced manpower is one 
of the key challenges faced by the company. 

Staffing and retention risk is being faced with increased 
competition, putting pressure on cost and retention. 

9. Physical environment risk 

Civil unrest, acts of violence including terrorism and natural 
disasters (floods, droughts, cyclones etc) could materially 
and adversely impact the businesses and well-being of our 
customers and affect our business. 

10. Reputation risk 

Even selective outsourcing with management of processes and 
controls does have an element of reputation risk on account 
of non compliance of policies and procedures by employees 
or agents. 

Risk Management & Portfolio Quality  

Risk is an integral part of the financial services business 
and an appropriate trade-off between risk and return 
ensures delivery of desired shareholder value by ensuring 
balance between business growth and sustained portfolio 
quality. Risk management can help to identify the most 
economically promising areas as well those businesses that are 
underperforming.

Our risk management approach is based on a clear 
understanding of our target market and various risks 
associated with it, disciplined risk assessment, outlining 
processes and procedures customized to our target market, 
implementation and continuous monitoring. The policies 
and procedures established for this purpose are continuously 
benchmarked with international best practices.

Our approach is to ensure compliance to policy and 
procedures and focus on prevention of potential stress, early 
detection of problem exposures and take appropriate actions 
in terms of reducing severity of loss. 

Though there is recognition of changes in the financial 
services environment, we dynamically review our risk policies 
and portfolio mix to ensure that the portfolios are in line with 
the company’s risk appetite. Usage of customer credit history 
information with us and also with the credit bureau has 
ensured improvement in the quality of new accounts booked 
and the risk grades of the portfolio that has resulted in better 
management of volatility and concentration risk. 

The credit underwriting processes has been further 
standardized and centralized where necessary, with 
emphasis on information from the Credit Bureau. Portfolio 
level risk analytics continue to provide insight into capital 
allocation required to absorb unexpected losses as defined 
by our risk appetite. The company endeavors to build a 

sustainable competitive advantage by fully integrating the risk 
management discipline within all business verticals.

The Risk management team is supported by: 

 •  The Risk Control Review team and Internal Audit team   
 identify, assess and monitor all principal risks in accordance  
 with defined policies and procedures. The Risk Control   
 team manages operational risk through comprehensive   
 internal control framework encompassing all functions   
 of origination, credit approval, documentation and   
 collections. The Internal Audit team provides composite   
 internal control systems and procedures at an enterprise  
 level and is responsible for design  and implementation of  
 controls. 

•  The Fraud Control Unit is responsible for identifying,   
 managing and preventing frauds originating from   
 associates, customers and employees. 

Risks and concerns outlined above are being managed in the 
following manner:

1. Asset liability matching: 

The Asset liability co-ordination committee tracks the 
matching of our business portfolio and our liabilities from a 
tenor and interest rate perspective and takes corrective action 
to manage liquidity and market risks. Treasury investment 
policies are defined, approved, reviewed and monitored 
periodically. 

2.  Credit policy: 

Credit policies are designed with target market definition, 
portfolio diversification, appraisal and approval processes, 
post disbursement monitoring, collections and remedial 
management policies. It details various tools and processes 
employed in the credit underwriting, field verification, cash 

K Kamala Kannan, Branch Manager, Chennai
“The last two years have been a real challenging time for the financial 
industry. But Fullerton India faced up to this challenge admirably and 
proved itself successfully in the market place. This quality of being able 
to fight back in the face of tough challenges is what motivated our 
entire team. The professional approach in Sales, Credit, Risk, Product 
and specially the Leadership has been the force that yielded results and 
made my region’s performance the best. Into the new year with a new 
challenge,  we all have a great task ahead once again to reach greater 
heights and to make a mark again” 
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flow analysis, collections and remedial management policies. 
For each product, programs defining customer segments, 
underwriting standards, security structure, documentation, 
collection, remedial policies and processes are specified 
to ensure consistency. Credit policies are reviewed on a 
frequent basis and stress tested for portfolio performance, 
customer, competition and market related trends to ensure 
portfolio performance is within acceptable standards and 
risk weightage of portfolio is as per desired levels.  Given 
the granularity of individual exposures, retail credit risk is 
managed largely on a portfolio basis, across various products 
and customer segments

Credit Programs approve maximum levels of credit exposure 
to a set of customers with similar characteristics, profiles and 
/ or product needs, under clearly defined standard terms and 
conditions. This is a cost-effective approach to managing 
credit where credit risks and expected returns lend themselves 
to a standardized approach or predictable portfolio behavior 
in terms of yield, delinquency and write-off. Given the high 
volume environment, automated tracking and reporting 
mechanisms are important to identify trends in portfolio 
behavior early and to initiate timely adjustments. In the case 
of transactions involving MSME and SMEs, the risk process 
focuses on individual borrower relationships. The approval 
process in such cases is based on detailed analysis.  

Credit Programs address such areas as target markets / 
customer segmentation, qualitative-quantitative assessment 
parameters, portfolio mix, prudential exposure limits, 
concentration limits, price and non-price terms, structure of 
limits, approval authorities, exception reporting

system, prudential accounting and provisioning norms, etc. 
They take cognizance of prudent and prevalent financing 
practices, relevant regulatory requirements, nature and 
complexity of the company’s activities, market dynamics etc.

 3.  Credit underwriting and portfolio management:

Credit approval and credit administration functions are done 
by an independent and separate team to ensure demarcation 
of responsibilities of customer origination and credit 
approval functions. The credit approval and documentation 
administering to ensure that customer selection, underwriting 
and documentation is consummated as per laid down 
processes and draws references from credit bureaus where 
applicable. The collections and remedial management is 
done by a dedicated collection team. Periodic audits and 
portfolio quality performance within expected parameters 
have validated the independence and discipline exercised by 
this function. Given the granularity of individual exposures, 
retail credit risk is managed largely on a portfolio basis, across 
various products and customer segment. Overall portfolio 
diversification and reviews also facilitate mitigation and 
management.

4.  Risk Architecture : 

The Company has a comprehensive credit risk management 
architecture. The Board of Directors endorses the credit risk 
strategy and approves the credit risk policies. This is done 
taking into consideration risk appetite, derived from perceived 
risks in the business, balanced by the targeted profitability 

level for the risks taken up. The Board oversees the credit 
risk management functions. The Risk Oversight Committee 
(ROC), which is a committee of the Board of Directors, guides 
the development of policies, procedures and systems for 
managing credit risk, towards implementing the credit risk 
strategy. The ROC through its reviews ensures that these are 
adequate and appropriate to changing business conditions. 

The Credit & Market Risk group drives credit risk management 
centrally. It is primarily responsible for implementing the 
risk strategy approved by the Board of Directors, developing 
procedures and systems for managing risk, carrying out 
an independent assessment of credit and market risk, 
approving individual credit exposures and ensuring portfolio 
composition and quality. Within the Credit & Market Risk 
group and independent of the credit approval process, there 
is a framework for review and approval of credit ratings of 
customers and branches. 

The risk management function is clearly demarcated and 
independent from the operations and business units of the 
Company. The risk management function is not assigned any 
business targets.

The Risk Management function is adequately staffed with a 
Integrated Risk Head, managing Credit and Operational Risk 
and Legal and Risk Directors for Consumer and Commercial; 
Collection Head, Head of Risk Review Unit, Head of Fraud 
control unit, in addition to Segment Risk Managers managing 
risks in individual segments operated by the company.

 5.  Collateral policies and collateral monitoring: 

Policies are outlined for selection of collateral, valuation and 
verification policies, practices and monitoring mechanism. 
Collateral is frequently monitored to evaluate portfolio at risk 
and corrective action is taken on lending policies based on 
realization values and timeframes. 

Lakshmi Vallabhaneni, Senior Manager, Contact 
Centre, Customer Fulfillment
Customer Service is a key to relationship management. At the Contact Centre 
we have built processes to manage customer queries that will deliver customer 
delight. The challenge is to maintain a high level of customer service with a 
high level of efficiency. We have achieved this at the Contact Centre by better 
productivity of the manpower deployed, fine-tuning processes and for faster 
query resolution. This challenge is what makes the role so much more exciting 
at Fullerton India.

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS  
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6.  Branch audits including file review: 

An independent team performs file hind sighting review to 
identify policy compliances at a branch and product level. 
In addition they conduct branch visits to confirm process 
compliances. These results are consolidated to help grade 
branches on a branch risk rating model. It is expected that 
over time this model will be tested and validated with 
portfolio performance

7.  Sound compliance:  

Our compliance practices are in the best interest of our 
customers, shareholders and staff, and are important for 
the way we do business. It is ensured that we are complying 
with relevant laws, regulations and ethical/internal standards, 
in both letter and spirit, is essential for maintaining a good 
reputation. It also leads to lower operational risk costs and 
more stable business processes.

8.  Internal Audit:

 A separate department reporting to the Board of Directors 
does periodic Independent evaluation of adequacy of internal 
controls across all functions in the organization for adherence 
of processes and procedures as well as regulatory and legal 
requirements. Internal Audit & Compliance functions which 
are responsible for independently evaluating the adequacy 
of all internal controls and ensuring operating and business 
units adhere to internal processes and procedures as well 
as to regulatory and legal requirements. The audit function 
also pro-actively recommends improvements in operational 
processes and service quality.

9.  Fraud control: 

An independent Fraud Control department manages fraud 
risks in front-end origination. A focused group for on-site and 
off-site surveillance and monitoring of transactions to detect 
and mitigate frauds on a proactive basis, this group conducts 
sample document scrutiny where applicable and sample visits 
to customers to restrict compromise of processes. Policies, 
procedures and systems that ensure systematic record-
keeping, segregation of duties and independent verification 
restrict opportunities of fraudulent activity. Limiting 
opportunities for employee fraud is accomplished through 
strong internal controls.

 10.  Customer fulfillment processes:

Independent customer feedback is obtained and monitored on 
an ongoing basis to identify areas for process improvements 
to improve customer loyalty. 

11.  Portfolio mix : 

To increase secured portfolio in the mix, the company has 
set up a separate Asset Based Financing vertical to penetrate 
Commercial vehicle segment, besides increasing its market 
share in two wheelers and mortgages. Additionally, the 
Company has forayed into secured financing Micro and Small 
and Medium Enterprises on a full relationship basis to increase 
the secured proportion of portfolio.

12.  Operations :  

As a requirement to separate production and distribution 
functions with transaction processing and customer databases 
becoming increasingly centralized and product sales and 
customer service being the primary function of branches. The 
separation of functions has helped in reducing transaction 
costs, in addition to ensuring streamlined operations. 
Operational processes for delivery of products and services 
were constantly refined during the year, from the perspective 
of implementation of best practices, risk identification and 
containment. 

13.  Employee recruitment: 

Employee recruitment is done by an admixture of employee 
referrals, placements from educational institutions and 
advertisements. The recruitment process is done by company 
officials and the process includes verification checks.  Several 
employee engagement initiatives have been initiated aimed at 
employee retention and loyalty.   

14.  Training: 

To disseminate various company policies, processes and values 
amongst the teams, training programs are devised by Human 
Capital department to deliver identified training packages that 
are aimed to provide guiding principles and practical insight 
of all processes and values for the teams.  The training also 
includes skill enhancement to ensure proper development of 
in-house talent to take up greater responsibilities. 

15.  Rewards and recognition: 

Human Capital policies and reward & recognition procedures 
are designed to help employee retention and build employee 
loyalty and commitment. Reward and recognition policies 
including incentive policies are also devised and implemented 
to reward desired behavior in origination, collections process 
compliance and display of core values. The policies are 
frequently reviewed inline with market to ensure we retain 

Manish Musale, Senior Manager - Premises 
Working at Fullerton India has been a great experience in Teamwork. Gearing 
up to roll out a nationwide network when we launched to weathering the worst 
economic crisis in history – I think everyone at Fullerton India rallied together as a 
team to deliver what was required. I was privileged to be part of truly passionate 
and committed team. The culture of this organization encourages flexibility and 
freedom. “Josh Hai toh Jeet Hai” truly represents the positive attitude of all Fuller-
ton Indians who have been instrumental in the turn around of our company.
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and reward the best talent in the company. Awareness 
campaigns on “Whistle Blowing” & ‘Talk to CEO’ modems 
have established desired results.    

16.  Special purpose committees:

a.  Risk Oversight Committee (ROC) : Risk Oversight 
Committee, a sub-committee of the board reviews 
Credit policies, portfolio indicators, triggers and 
exposure to segments; reviews exception to 
processes and policies and oversees Credit program 
performance. The Risk Monitoring Committee of 
the Board monitors risk management policies and 
procedures, evaluates and approves treasury risk limits 
before they are considered by the Board of Directors, 
and reviews portfolio composition and impaired 
credits.

b.  Business and Operational Risk Committee  : As a 
delegated committee of the ROC, this committee has 
drawn in Senior Managers from Business, Operations 
and Risk functions to manage all critical enablers at an 
enterprise level to augment portfolio growth, sound 
processes, risk management policies and processes 
and optimizing cost management. All new products, 
processes and services introduced are subject to 
rigorous risk evaluation and approval accorded by 
the Committee where all relevant risks are identified 
and assessed by the departments. Similarly, changes 
proposed in the existing product/processes/services are 
also subject to review and approval 

c. Audit Committee: It highlights various control and 
stress items of central functions to the Board of 
Directors, summaries and follow ups of various 
departmental and branch audits and tracks closure/
action taken and resolutions.  

Technology – innovating for greater efficiencies

At Fullerton, Technology has always been a key enabler to 
deliver customer-centric financial solutions. The organization 
aims to maintain a scalable computing infrastructure backed 
by a robust network architecture and effective business 
solutions, that delivers service across multiple channels for 
customer convenience and brings cost reduction through 
operational efficiency.  

The Technology team within Fullerton India had an eventful 
year. A variety of company and business critical projects and 
initiatives were implemented successfully. Some of these 
implementations received wider visibility and were recognized 
through nominations and awards by various leading industry 
bodies. Some of the awards that acknowledge the Technology 
effectiveness at Fullerton:

1.  Skoch Awards, 2010 – Fullerton India’s robust and 
scalable IT Infrastructure received the award for the category 
– “Skoch Virtual Corporation Award” There were over 600  
nominations. This award recognizes and felicitates the unique 
and innovative implementations done by the team like low 
cost ADSL network, secured access to mobile/laptops users, 
Open Office, low cost voice network, early adoption of RF 

network, open source Citrix / Virtualization, open source 
mailing solutions. All these helped in providing quick rollout 
with sustainable performance and in excess of 10 % savings 
on the budget.

2.  Asia Microfinance Recognition Award, 2011 – The 
IT deployment of biometric handheld devices to enroll and 
authenticate customers on field in the rural areas providing a 
seamless straight through process of weekly collections onto 
the core lending platform was awarded the runner up award 
at the Asia Microfinance conference in Singapore on 25th 
Jan 2011. The organisers Hanson Wade, a global consultancy 
and event management firm, awarded Fullerton India, the 
‘Microfinance Recognition Award, Asia 2011’ for innovation 
in technology

3.  EDGE Winner, 2010 – Our initiative of “Streamlining 
and Management of Telecom Expenditure” was selected 
as one of the EDGE Winners. This industry unique initiative 
that had translated in huge savings last year of over Rs. 3 Cr 
and improving the efficiency of monitoring and managing 
Fullerton India’s telecom infrastructure. 

4.  NASSCOM CNBC TV18 IT User Award, 2010 – The 
Biometric handheld based field collections and seamless 
integration onto the core lending platform for the Rural 
business was one of the top  finalists for the prestigious 
NASSCOM CNBC TV18 IT User Award for 2010. The finalists 
for the BFSI industry were shortlisted by a very eminent panel 
of judges from the Indian IT sector. 

5.  Most Versatile CIO of the Year Award 2011 – Our CIO was 
recipient of this award at the CIO India Strategies  Event hosted by 
Naseba in Mumbai that had participation from Technology Leaders 
across diversified business verticals across India.

Business critical projects that were implemented by the 
Technology team in the year:

1. A very critical project of migrating from Flexcube core 
banking platform to Banker’s Realm (BR) core Lending 
platform was completed on 30th April 2010 for the 
company. The new system on account of being a focused 
lending system, offers better agility to change requests and 
functionalities. The projected savings over a period of 5 years 
from this migration is about Rs 200 Mn.

Pooja Sharma, Branch Manager, Jaipur
At Fullerton India I learnt that there is always another way to approach a 
strategy....a plan…a problem.  Every hour…every day…at Fullerton India has 
brought out the best within me. For the last three and a half years I have worked 
in an environment which is always encouraging. It has helped me do everything 
I could to maximize our productivity, our targets, our goals, enrich our jobs and 
fulfill our ambitions and dreams. I got an opportunity to create a big loan asset 
portfolio and run my branch as my own Business Unit which helped me grow as 
an Individual and as a professional. 

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS  
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2. Fullerton India decided to invest in a best in class collection 
system this year. Along with a better tracking of collection 
effort, this is also critical in performance measurement of the 
collection system and calibrating variable compensation. The 
system went live in December 2010, and is working smoothly.

3. In the year optimization and consolidation of IT assets was 
carried out:

u  Successful implemention of virtualization was   
 completed to derive effective savings to the tune  
 of Rs. 30 Mn. Specific servers were identified and   
 consolidated to deliver more server space and  cater  
 to requirements during the year without spending  
 additional cost on hardware.

u  Reviewed and consolidated all branch and corporate   
 telecom and networks and revised land line and data   
 card tariffs to bring in saving on telecom costs.

4. Re-location of core applications in house and moving to 
Microsoft SQL for our core database, hence saved on costs on 
outsourcing, hardware, licenses and giving better control on 
the core.

u  One of the most critical and important initiatives of 
the year where the company moved out of Flexcel 
for both the product ( Flexcube/AIX/Oracle) and  
Infra support. The entire application was migrated to the 
Reliance data center and completely managed by the 
own team. This was done seamlessly and on target to 
derive the estimated savings.

u  The core platform was migrated parallely from the Unix/ 
 AIX platform to Intel Servers and migration from Oracle  
 database to Microsoft SQL data base.

5. Re-organization of the core applications on Citrix and 
migration of the core platform to central database (Online 
mode) hence improving speeds and better control on the end 
user performance of applications.

u  We moved the BRMF and BRMM applications out of the  
 de-centralized arch and consolidated all the distributed  
 MS SQL express to central MS SQL. This has improved  
 speeds and improved the manageability of the BR very  
 well.

u	 Further segregated the Citrix farm for optimizing the   
 resources and providing improved speeds for the three  
 core applications – Omni, BRMR, BRMM. This has saved  
 the need for additional hardware and also demonstrated  
 ‘deliver more with current resources ‘

u  Dedicated infra for ops has enabled improved   
 performance for specific ops process to be able to cater  
 to large volumes during month ends.

u  Upgraded the Citrix platform to be able to utilize   
 advanced features like load balancing and features like  
 Citrix on PDA etc.

Human Capital
Ours is a relationship based business and hence to Acquire, 
Engage, Reward and Develop talent is fundamental to the 
success of our business and to achieve our objective to be the 
most respected financial services organization in the industry

Our Human Capital strength as on 31 March 2011 stood 
at 7518 employees.

Some of our Key Human Resource initiatives in the areas of 
Employee Engagement, Reward & Recognition, Employee 
Development and communication are as below:

Engaging our Human Capital

We strongly believe that the initial induction and training 
should be followed with sustained engagement of our Human 
Capital at various levels through various methods and at 
multiple occasions. Fullerton India has devised several such 
initiatives to engage the employee and his family with the 
company. This has helped improve retention, foster teamwork 
and higher commitment among employees towards the 
organization. Some of the key initiatives are detailed below:

1.  In the last one year a total of 184 branches were visited 
by the Human Capital team. The objective of the branch visits 
is to assess the employee motivation levels at the branch and 
directly resolve issues and answer queries that employees may 
have.

2.  The Human Capital team also facilitated engagement 
activities for branch and non-branch employees which 
included activities like Cricket and Foot Ball Tournaments, 
Talent contests and celebration of festivals and cultural 
events. The Human Capital team conducted a total of 855 
such events and activities in the last financial year. 

3.  Keeping in mind the organizational changes, an updated 
version of our proprietary program “Nucleus” was launched 
with the focus being on Goal Alignment and Team Building. 
This initiative has helped in improving team work and trust at 
the branch level. 

Mahendra Moghe, Regional Manager, Technology
Fullerton has a very flat management hierarchy so the senior management is 
very approachable. It is a unique combination for a strong positive organiza-
tion. It is a work environment that encourages  innovation and also enables 
you to execute your ideas. It’s only because of this open minded approach 
of the leadership that we could deploy so many process to help improve 
services as well as reduce costs.
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Rewards & Recognition

It has been our continuous endeavor to recognize & reward 
internal talent that has consistently displayed excellence in line 
with Fullerton values. 

Ace Awards for Non Branch Employees

ACE - Awards for Consistent Excellence, are designed to 
recognize individuals and teams in line with the overall 
ACE framework. A transparent nomination process ensures 
employees are recognized on display of organization’s values 
of the TEN COMMANDMENTS. The ACE award also ensures 
there is equitable recognition across functions thus boosting 
morale and promoting a competitive environment. 

CRMM Hall of Fame

The CRMM Hall of Fame recognizes 3 best States in the 
country and one best branch within each state month on 
month. The scoring is based on the targets achieved by each 
state and branch against Goals set the beginning of the 
month.

CRMM Individual Hall of Fame

This award recognizes individuals who are high performers 
in branches categorizing them into 3 Clubs - Gold, Silver & 
Bronze. This award is based on targets achieved every quarter. 
The Gold winners are selected by a selection panel and get 
felicitated by the CEO at the Corporate Office. There is a cash 
prize paid to all winners along with a medal and a certificate.

Developing our Human Capital

In order to sustain the growth of such a large organization, 
it is imperative to develop the talent and capabilities of 
our Human Capital constantly. We believe that our future 
managers can be developed from our existing Human Capital. 
Fullerton India has designed several programs that would 
help develop key employees to learn and develop into better 
managers.

Business Unit Manager Academy 

u The Academy was launched to groom internal talent to 
 take on the Business Unit Manager role. The admission to 
 the Academy requires a candidate to go through an  
 assessment centre which includes tests on the product,  
 simulations through role-plays that display competencies  
 of a Business Unit Manager. 52 candidates were put   
 through a rigorous process and 20 candidates qualified for  
 the next level.

Individual Development Plan (IDP) & Management   
Development Programs

u The objective of this was the self development of non-  
 branch employees. The IDP empowers the employees to  
 decide on projects and responsibilities that they would   
 like to take on beyond their regular work, as part of their  
 self development. This included Reading, Cross-functional  
 Projects etc. 

 Non-Branch employees were also sent on Management  
 Development Programs to leading business schools like   
 the Indian School of Business and some programs   

  by leading training organizations were customized and 
conducted in-house. A total of 74 employees were 
nominated for training.

Career Development Path for Rural Business 

The objective of introducing this in the Rural Business was to 
ensure proper succession planning for the Unit Manager role 
and also to give line of sight to branch employees with respect 
to their career at Fullerton India. The career path is a 5 step 
model and is integrated with self study, on the job training 
and a series of assessments which employees will go through 
on the path to become a Unit Manager.

Corporate Social Responsibility:  
Fullerton India’s Unique Initiative
 
Objective

Fullerton India adopted an unique community development 
initiative that has sustained socio-economic impact on the 
community. 

As its CSR mission Fullerton India aims to identify alternative 
vocations that can be promoted among rural households 
it caters to and help them adopt alternate vocations to 
supplement their income. It will also help to promote their 
existing livelihoods with the objective of making these 
vocations into sustainable livelihoods and thus helping them 
to improve their standard of living and quality of life. 

Fullerton India has a widespread reach in Rural India through 
its network of 84 rural business branches which service 
over 8000 villages. In 2010 Fullerton India conceptualized 
and implemented a unique Partnership Program to help 
rural communities in Livelihood Advancement. Fullerton 
India believes that such activities must be done with 
the engagement of its employees.  All the Livelihood 
Advancement programs and events are organized and run 
completely by Fullerton India’s staff, who work at the rural 
branches. 

Mahua Dutta, Cluster Manager, Jabalpur
The recession period only deepened my belief in the company, for it was a 
phase when the strongest  competition collapsed, but Fullerton India, with its 
exceptional strategy and leadership continued to build its customer base and 
business in the industry. It is here that I learnt the minute basics of conducting 
a profitable business. My cluster of branches became the 1st in the country to 
cumulatively breakeven in June 2009. Quality systems, infrastructure, employee 
friendly policies are features that make Fullerton India a class apart 
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Fullerton India’s Livelihood Advancement 
Initiative.

Key objectives: 

u  Promote existing livelihoods through training, know-how  
and financial inputs so that rural households can improve 
household incomes and raise their standard of living

u  Introduction of new and alternative  vocations/ livelihoods 
that can be adopted by rural households which will help 
them smoothen income cycles from traditional livelihoods 
and also help supplement household income through use 
of existing resources of land and manpower time.

u  Revive and promote dying rural arts and crafts so that they 
can be preserved as well as become a primary source of 
income for those engaged in it. It is also expected to result 
in reducing migration out of rural areas 

u  Developing Market Linkages to enable rural households 
to market their produce directly to end customers and 
markets with better packaging and direct linkages with 
buyers, helping them command better prices and margins 
and enabling them to find and develop a regular market 
for their produce.  

Partnership Model: 

The Livelihoods Advancement initiative of Fullerton 
India is expected to be implemented through a unique 
Partnership Model. It brings together Partner organizations 
from Government, NGOs, Socio-Economic development 
organizations, Manufacturing and Trading organizations in 
the Private sector to implement these programs. 

Fullerton India conceptualizes various Livelihood Programs 
with Partner Organizations who have expertise in their 
respective fields to help create new and promote existing 
livelihoods.

Livelihood Projects :   Dairy Farming

(Partners – Godrej Agrovet Ltd., Government veterinary 
health organizations and their doctors)

Dairy farming is a major livelihood followed by many 
households in the rural areas. This includes rearing milch 
cattle – cows, buffaloes, goats and sheep. There is a shortage 
of milk in the country as consumption in both urban and rural 
areas has risen sharply. The higher demand for milk means 
that larger number of high-breed, higher milk producing 
cattle need to be added to the milch cattle population. A large 
part of this cattle population is owned and reared in rural 
areas. Nearly 40% of customers financed by Fullerton India in 
rural areas are for dairy farming. 

Fullerton India Gramshakti in partnership with several 
cattle feed manufacturers, government veterinary health 
organizations and their doctors, dairy product manufacturers 
(buyers of milk produce) organizes Cattle Care Camps to 
provide knowhow and inputs on cattle rearing, dairy farming, 
cattle care and upkeep, milk marketing etc. This helps 
households engaged in dairy farming to adopt new methods 

of cattle care to make their cattle produce more milk and of 
higher fat content; extend lactation period of the animal and 
to keep it in better health through the lactation period.

Partner: Local Veterinary doctors

Location Cattle Benefited

Melur, Tamil Nadu 40

Nidadavole, Andhra Pradesh 152

Sullurpet-budur, Andhra Pradesh 305

Gudur, Andhra Pradesh 155

Yelamanchi, Andhra Pradesh 64

Thuraiyur, Tamil Nadu 100

Puttur, Andhra Pradesh 351

Rasipuram, Tamil Nadu 230

Rasipuram, Tamil Nadu 250

Ganapavaram, Andhra Pradesh 120

Tagarapuvalasa, Andhra Pradesh 100

Mettur, Tamil Nadu 700

Madapur, Andhra Pradesh 55

Piler, Andhra Pradesh 125

Ravulapalem, Andhra Pradesh 250

Chodavaram, Andhra Pradesh 81

Rajahmundry, Andhra Pradesh 90

Nizamabad, Andhra Pradesh 582

Ganapavarm, Andhra Pradesh 100

Ramachandrapuram, Andhra Pradesh 87

We have conducted 28 Cattle Care Camps 
in partnership with Godrej Agrovet and 
other partners in various locations and have 
conducted around 5250 cattle check ups.
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Partner: Godrej Agrovet Ltd.

Date Location Cattle 
Benefited

 Jul 10 Kopergaon, Maharashtra 350

 Aug 10 Sankeshwar, Karnataka 220

 Sep 10 Akluj, Maharashtra 250

 Oct 10 Narayangaon, Maharashtra 19

 Oct 10 Halol, Gujarat 63

 Dec 10 Kadi, Gujarat 102

 Dec 10 Akkalkot, Maharashtra 150

 Feb 11 Nippani, Karnataka 200

 
Livelihood Projects: Alternate Livelihoods

Vocational Training in alternate livelihoods: 

(Partners: Regional Horticulture and Vocational Training 
Institutes,Local Trainers) 

Partnering with NGOs/ organizations engaged in vocational 
training: Fullerton India facilitates training in new/ alternate 
vocations that is delivered to men and women in villages 
across our Rural branch catchments. This will help women 
adopt new or alternate vocations besides their existing ones, 
thus enhancing their incomes and standard of living. This will 

also raise their borrowing and repayment capacities besides 
reducing their dependence on one traditional vocation. 

Examples of training in new vocation: 

u	Training in sewing/ embroidery using machines to cater to  
 the garment industry 
  
u Training in creating utility items with waste cloth like : door  
 mats, coir ropes, children’s clothing, bags and quilts  
 
u Training in productivity improvement techniques for the   
 small Power loom trade  
 
u Inputs for handloom weavers for adoption of new   
 techniques, designs and materials 

Market Linkages : Partnering with NGOs/ organizations 
engaged in creating market linkages and providing inputs for 
marketing of local produce:  Fullerton India endeavours to 
facilitate these linkages with the market so rural households 
could adopt new methods to add value to local produce like 
packaging, branding, marketing. 

u This could be done for food items like pickles, condiments  
 and for local handicrafts - value adding through better   
 designs, packaging, branding and marketing

u Build market linkages for new trades and vocations  
 promoted through training programs

Livelihood training 
workshops help 
customers learn about 
and adopt new vocations.

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS  
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Livelihood Training Workshop:

Date Location Program Details Partner Customers  
Benefited

 Aug 10 Thuraiyur,Tamil Nadu Saree Design and Embroidery Training Local Trainer 100

 Oct 10 Narayangaon, 
Maharashtra

Tailoring/Bag making/Embroidery/Wall-piece making

Bombay Mothers and 
Children’s Welfare  
Society 

60

 Oct 10 Rajgurunagar, M S Tailoring/bag making/Perfume making/ 
Beauty parlor tips/Wall-piece making

60

 Jan 11 Chakan-Rajgurunagar, M S Bag Making / Health Camp 70

 Feb 11 Kulithalai, Tamil Nadu Embroidery Training 

Local Trainer

30

 Feb 11 Ottanchattiram, T N Waste cloth seperation training program 45

 Feb 11 Perundurai, T N Embroidery Training 65

 Feb 11 Edappadi, T N Handloom - Floor mat Training 65

 Feb 11 Andhiyur, T N Handloom - Floor mat Training 60

 Feb 11 Annur,Sirumugai,T N Embroidery Training 50

 Feb 11 Puttur, A P Hand work Training 25

 Feb 11 Piler, A P Hand work Training 20

 Feb 11 Dharapuram, T N Candle making Training 58

 Mar 11 Attur, T N Plastic wire Basket making 25

 Mar 11 Lalgudi,T N Agarbatti making 45

 Mar 11 Kothputli, Rajashtan Tailoring Workshop Singer India & Rajasthan 
Horticulture Department

200

 Mar 11 Chodavaram, A P Leaf plates stiching camp

Local Trainer

30

 Mar 11 Melur, Tamil Nadu Fancy ornaments training program 37

 Mar 11 Gobi, Tamil Nadu Embroidery Training 50

 Mar 11 Erode, Tamil Nadu Embroidery Training 40

 Mar 11 Yelamanchi, A P Saree Design Training 50

 Mar 11 Gudur, A P Hand work Training 12

Livelihood Projects: Socio-Economic Development 
Workshops for rural women

A large part of Fullerton India’s customers in the rural areas 
are women. Most of them are not educated beyond primary 
school level and are not aware of their rights and government 
services available to them. They also suffer from low 
awareness on reproductive and child health.

On a regular basis Fullerton India organizes  
Socio-Economic Development workshops where key 
influencers like senior Women Police Officers, Lawyers and 
NGOs are invited to make our customers aware of civil 
rights; conduct financial literacy and healthcare awareness 
workshops; workshops on alternate vocations and livelihood 
advancement. 

We have conducted around 31 Socio-Economic Development 
Workshops in various locations benifitting over 3000 
customers, in the last year. 

Socio – Economic Development Workshops:

Date Location Customers 
Benefited

 Aug 10 Belgaum, Karnataka 100

 Dec 10 Khairtal, Rajashtan 37

 Dec 10 Kheda, Gujarat 175

 Jan 11 Sankeshwar, Karnataka 210

 Feb 11 Kothputli, Rajashtan 200

 Feb 11 Nippani, Karnataka 242

 Feb 11 Hubli, Karnataka 200

 Feb 11 Petlad, Gujarat 225

 Feb 11 Limkheda, Gujarat 215

 Feb 11 Sangamner, Maharashtra 100

 Feb 11 Ichalkarnji, Maharashtra 100

 Feb 11 Kolhapur, Maharashtra 100

 Feb 11 Akluj, Maharashtra 100

 Feb 11 Jaipur, Rajashtan 200

 Feb 11 Sikar, Rajashtan 175

 Mar 11 Niphad, Maharashtra 145
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Socio – Economic Development Workshops:   
Date Location Customers 

Benefitted

 Mar 11 Savli, Gujarat 140

 Mar 11 Solapur, Maharashtra 150

 Mar 11 Chikkodi, Karnataka 100

 Mar 11 Santrampur, Gujarat 175

 Mar 11 Mudhol, Karnataka 230

 Mar 11 Kapadvanj, Gujarat 240

 Mar 11 Khambhat, Gujarat 195

 Mar 11 Barshi, Maharashtra 165

 Mar 11 Nadiad, Gujarat 250

 Mar 11 Lunavada, Gujarat 235

 Mar 11 Ramdurg, Karnataka 200

 Mar 11 Kadi, Gujarat 165

 Mar 11 Narayangaon, Maharashtra 100

 Mar 11 Godhra, Gujarat 180

 Mar 11 Solapur, Maharashtra 155

 We have conducted 
around 31 Socio-Economic 
Development Workshops 
in various locations for 
over 3000 beneficiaries

Community Welfare Initiatives : Save the Eye

Initiatives in Healthcare 

Fullerton India has been involved in promoting its Save 
The Eye program which focuses on better eye care among 
under privileged people of the communities it serves. Now 
our colleagues at the Gramshakti branches implement 
these outreach eye camps along with doctors from partner 
hospitals.

Vision Care Centre, Ravulapalem (Partners: Paramahansa 
Yogananda Netralaya & LV Prasad Eye Institute, 
Hyderabad)

Fullerton India funds and runs a permanent Vision Care 
Centre in the town of Ravulapalem in Andhra Pradesh. 
Run in partnership with the Parmahansa Vision Hospital of 
Rajahmundry, the Vision Care Centre is manned by two eye 
care specialists and caters to the catchment of 600 sq km 
around the town. The personnel of Fullerton India’s local 
Gramshakti branch facilitate the running of the centre by 
creating awareness of eye-care among the local population 
and helping people avail of the Centre’s facilities.

The Objectives of the Vision Care Centre are :

u To address eye health needs of the community 
 

u	To provide access to quality eye care and build awareness  
 of the causes and  prevention of eye ailments among  
 community members 
 

u To reduce the percentage of ‘avoidable blindness’ in the  
 communities 
 

u To identify and create awareness on diabetes related eye 
 care ailments 
 

u  To promote child health and undertake children eye health 
 programs 
 

u  To rehabilitate visually challenged utilizing community 
 resources 
 

u To network with existing organizations for development

The Vision Care Centre has made the following  
impact since it started its operations in Aug 2010:

Vision Care Centre

Screening 4,778

Cataract operations recomended 571

Spectacles prescribed 1,416

We have also  
conducted 16 
Mini Eye camps in 
different locations 
benefiting about 
1600 people.

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND  ANALYSIS  
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Save The Eye Camps  2010 - 11 
Fullerton India’s Gramshakti branches organized 16 mini Save the Eye Camps impacting over 1,500 beneficiaries in rural branch locations.

Date Location Partner Beneficiaries

 Feb 11 S. Kota, Andhra Pradesh L V Prasad Eye Institute 82

 Feb 11 Erode, Tamil Nadu Vasan Eye Care Hospital 90

 Feb 11 Chodavaram, Andhra Pradesh L V Prasad Eye Institute 81

 Feb 11 Karamadai, Tamil Nadu Lotus Eye Care 75

 Mar 11 Ramachandrapuram, Machavaram, Andhra Pradesh Local Eye Doctors 112

 Mar 11 Ganapavaram, Ravulapalem, Andhra Pradesh Local Eye Doctors 86

 Mar 11 Nidadavolu, Andhra Pradesh Local Eye Doctors 153

 Mar 11 Samalkot, Andhra Pradesh Local Eye Doctors 122

 Mar 11 Razole, Mulkipuram, Andhra Pradesh Local Eye Doctors 80

 Mar 11 Coimbatore, Kurichi, Tamil Nadu Local Eye Doctors 143

 Mar 11 Kuruchi, Tamil Nadu Vasan Eye Care Hospital 143

 Mar 11 Perundurai, Tamil Nadu Local Eye Doctors 100

 Mar 11 Tarluvada, Tagarapuvalasa, Andhra Pradesh Local Eye Doctors 85

 Mar 11 Nidadavolu, Vijjeswaram, Andhra Pradesh Local Eye Doctors 62

 Mar 11 Gobi, Tamil Nadu Vasan Eye Care Hospital 58

 Mar 11 Samalkot, Andhra Pradesh Local Eye Doctors 86

Community Welfare Initiatives :  
Flood Relief

Flood Relief: 

There was a  flood situation in the Razole 
Gramshakti branch catchment due to heavy rains 
in the Godavari river catchment which led to 
flooded fields, submerged roads and damaged 
crops. 

People couldn’t go to work for a period of one 
week. There were many customers whose houses 
also got submerged. 

On 12th August 2010 the Razole Gramshakti 
branch staff distributed bags of rice and dal 
to customers who had suffered heavy losses. 
Distribution of these bags was done to 155 
families across 6 villages

Date Location Partner Community  
Benefitted

 Aug 10 Razole,  
Andhra Pradesh

Fullerton India  
Gramshakti Branch

155 families

Flood relief work 
being carried out by 
Gramshakti staff in 
Razole, Andhra Pradesh
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Fullerton India Dons  
A New Identity
 
As we embark into the new year with renewed 
energy and enthusiasm, we reaffirm our 
commitment to our new goals and mission to 
build Fullerton India into a leading financial 
services company in India.

To match our new direction and mission we have 
decided to adopt a new corporate identity for 
our business. 

The Rising Steps Logo: The new corporate 
logo for Fullerton India will be the orange 
square with 3 steps rising to the right 
within it in white symbolizing growth and 
progress for all our stakeholders. 

Our New Corporate Identifier: The Corporate Identifier of Fullerton 
India will be the same as that of our parent organisation Fullerton 
Financial Holdings, Singapore. We shall gradually adopt this across 
all operations of the company.  

The new “Rising Steps” logo and the company brand name 
Fullerton India in the new corporate colours will be our new 
corporate identifier. 

The Corporate Colours: The Corporate 
colours of our organization will be 
Orange and grey. Orange being the 
primary part of the identifier. 

However all the branches and the interface 
with the customers will continue to use our 
purple logo which will be treated as our 
brand logo in the market. Our businesses in 
the urban markets will use the purple ‘Hand 
on Heart’ logo as the brand identifier. 

Our Rural Finance business will use the 
purple ‘Hand on Heart’ logo along with the 
brand name GRAMSHAKTI as the brand 
identifier in the markets that it serves.

The Colour Orange : 

The color orange radiates warmth 
and happiness, combining the physical 
energy and stimulation of red with the 
cheerfulness of yellow.

With its enthusiasm for life, the color 
orange relates to adventure and risk-
taking, inspiring physical confidence, 
competition and independence. Those 
inspired by orange are always on the go!

Orange brings  optimism,  is uplifting & 
rejuvenates our spirit. 

Orange brings spontaneity and a positive 
outlook to life and is a great color to use 
during tough economic times, keeping us 
motivated and helping us to look at the 
bright side of life.
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(I) Corporate Governance Philosophy and Practice

Fullerton India Credit Company Ltd (FICCL) believes in 
adopting and adhering to the best recognised corporate 
governance practices and continuously benchmarking itself 
against each such practice. It also understands and respects 
its fiduciary role and responsibility towards shareholders and 
strives hard to meet their expectations.

The Company believes that best Board practices and 
transparent disclosures are necessary for creating shareholder 
value. The Company has infused the philosophy of corporate 
governance into all its activities. The philosophy on corporate 
governance is an important tool for shareholder protection 
and maximisation of their long term values. The cardinal 
principles such as independence, accountability, responsibility, 
transparency, fair and timely disclosures, credibility, etc., serve 
as the means for implementing the philosophy of corporate 
governance in letter and spirit. In addition to compliance 
with regulatory requirements, FICCL endeavors to ensure the 
highest standards of ethical and responsible conduct.

The Company continuously focuses on upgrading its 
governance practices and systems to effectively meet the new 
challenges faced by the Company. It is focused on raising the 
standards of corporate governance and adopting best systems 
and procedures. It is also committed to achieve and maintain 
the highest standards of corporate governance by timely and 
accurate disclosure of information regarding the performance 
of the Company. 

The Company voluntarily follows the spirit of Clause 49 of 
the Listing Agreement to the extent possible, though the said 
clause is not applicable to the Company, it being an unlisted 
Company.   

(II) Board of Directors  

The Corporate Governance principles of the Company ensure 
that the Board remains informed, independent and provides 
guidance to the Company. Further the Board is fully aware of 
its fiduciary responsibilities and recognises its responsibilities 
to stakeholders to uphold the highest standards in all matters 
concerning FICCL. 

The Directors of the Company possess the highest level of 
personal and professional ethics, integrity, values and are 
committed towards representing the long term interests of  
its stakeholders. 

As a matter of good governance the dates of the Board 
meetings are fixed in advance for the full calendar year to 
enable maximum attendance and participation from all the 
Directors.

1. Composition of Board of Directors

The composition of the Board of Directors is governed by 
the Companies Act, 1956 and Articles of Association of the 
Company. As on date, the Board comprises of nine Directors 
of which one is an Executive Director and eight are Non-
Executive Directors. Of the eight Non-Executive Directors, two 
are Independent Directors. The Chairman of the Board is a 
Non-Executive Director. 

None of the Non-Executive Directors have any material 
pecuniary relationship or transactions with the Company 
except to the extent of sitting fees paid to Non-Executive 
Independent Directors for attending the Board and Audit 
Committee meetings.

All the Directors of the Company are eminent persons of 
proven competence and integrity, who exercise objective 
judgement independently. The Board members actively 
participate in all strategic issues which are crucial for the 
long term development of the organization. 

2. Particulars of Additional Directors seeking 
appointment at the ensuing Annual General 
Meeting:

 
Brief Profile of Mr. Lee Ah Boon

Mr. Lee Ah Boon is currently the Chief Operating Officer 
at Fullerton Financial Holdings Pte Ltd. Mr. Lee Ah Boon 
brings with him a wealth of experience, having spent 
over 15 years as a Controller and a Regional Controller 
in a manufacturing environment and another 20 years in 
financial services. 

After graduating from the University of Singapore 
with an honours degree in Accountancy, Mr. Boon 
started working as a financial accountant, and later 
became regional financial controller in large US multi-
national manufacturing companies, such as National 
Semiconductor Pte Ltd and Data General Ltd.

He joined Citibank in 1990 and served in a variety of 
roles in the Consumer Bank in Singapore. These included 
CFO, Senior Operations Officer, Head of the Credit Card 
business and finally Business Manager of the Consumer 
Bank, guiding it through a period of growth, profitability 
and winning plaudits for service, branding and innovation. 
In 1998, Mr. Boon was awarded the prestigious National 
Productivity Award for innovation and service in the 
financial industry. Mr. Boon was later asked in 2005 to 
start up Citibank’s Consumer Business in China, and 
successfully secured the RMB licence, increased staffing 
to 600, the number of branches from 4 to 25, and its 
presence from 3 cities to 8.

Mr. Boon later returned to Singapore as Regional 
Operations Head, before joining Barclays Bank in early 
2009 as International Technology Head for its Global 
Retail and Commercial Bank businesses. In this role, he 
supported Barclays International Retail and Commercial 
Banking in their application software implementation and 
maintenance and was also responsible for building up 
and safeguarding the intellectual capital for the company. 
In conjunction with his responsibilities, the Barclays 
technology units in Singapore, India and China with a 
staff strength of over 2,000 reported into him.

Other Directorships in Public Companies: NIL 
Committee Memberships: NIL 
Shareholding in the Company as on 31st March,  
2011: NIL
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Brief Profile of Mr. Jagdish Khattar

Mr. Jagdish Khattar is the former Managing Director of Maruti 
Udyog Limited. Prior to that, he had been an officer of the 
Indian Administrative Service with more than 37 years of 
experience.

Mr. Khattar served in the Indian Administrative Service in 
various capacities. Mr. Khattar joined Maruti Udyog in 1993 as 
Director (Marketing), and went on to become the Managing 
Director & Chief Executive Officer from 1999 till 2007. During 
his tenure at Maruti, he oversaw restructuring of the company 
in the face of increased competition caused by the foray of 
various foreign car manufacturers in the Indian market.

He is a past president of ‘Society of Indian Automobile 
Manufacturers’. After his tenure at Maruti, Mr. Khattar has 
turned an entrepreneur and set up ‘Carnation Auto’ in 2008, 
an independent multi-brand pan India sales and service 
network in the automobile sector.

Mr. Khattar completed his Bachelor in Arts with Honors 
degree from St. Stephen’s College, University of Delhi and his 
LLB from Delhi University. 

Mr. Khattar is the recipient of several prestigious awards 
and recognitions. He is on the Board of other esteemed 
organizations. He has held various distinctive Industry and 
Government assignments from time to time.

Other Directorships in Public Companies: Genpact Ltd, 
HDFC ERGO General Insurance Company Ltd and Steel 
Authority of India Ltd. 
 

Committee Memberships: Member of the Audit Committee of 
Genpact Ltd and Steel Authority of India Ltd. 
 
Shareholding in the Company as on 31st March, 2011: NIL

Note: For the purpose of the Committee Memberships, only 
the memberships of Audit Committees and Shareholders/
Investors Grievance Committees have been considered. 

3. Board Meetings held during the financial   
year 2010-2011

The Company conducted five Board meetings during the year 
under review and atleast one meeting was held every quarter. 
The dates on which the Board meetings were held are as 
follows: 

1) 18th May, 2010

2) 30th July, 2010

3) 29th September, 2010

4) 24th November, 2010

5) 25th January, 2011

The Board on a continuous basis reviews the actions and 
decisions taken by it and by the Committees constituted by it. 

The particulars regarding the composition of the Board of 
Directors, attendance of Directors during the financial year 
and at the last Annual General Meeting, the number of other 
Directorships and Committee Memberships/Chairmanships in 
public companies are as follows: 

REPORT ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Name of the Director Category of 
Directorship

No. of 
Board 
meetings 
attended 
out of the 5 
held during 
the year 

Attendance 
at the last 
AGM 29th 
September, 
2010

No. of 
Directorships 
in other 
public ltd 
companies 
as on 31st 
March, 2011

No. of Committee 
positions held in 
other public ltd 
companies as on 
31st March, 2011

Chairman Member

Francis Andrew Rozario, Chairman NED 5 Yes 2 Nil Nil

Nihal Kaviratne CBE (Resigned on 1st April, 2011) NED(I) 4 Yes 3 1 1

Thomas P Sodano NED 4 Yes Nil Nil Nil

Julio Francis Ribeiro (Resigned on 24th November, 2010) NED(I) 4 No NA NA NA

S N Menon NED(I) 4 Yes 8 Nil 2

S N G Seow Wah (Resigned on 30th July,  2010) NED 1 No NA NA NA

Cheo Hock Kuan (Resigned on 18th May, 2010) NED 0 No NA NA NA

Jovasky Pang (Resigned on 30th July, 2010) NED 0 No NA NA NA

Rajeev Kakar NED 5 Yes 1 Nil Nil

Parvez Vajifdar (ED) WTD 4 No Nil Nil Nil

Archana Parekh (Resigned on 18th  May, 2010) Alternate  
Director

0 No NA NA NA
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Name of the Director Category of 
Directorship

No. of 
Board 
meetings 
attended 
out of the 5 
held during 
the year 

Attendance 
at the last 
AGM 29th 
September, 
2010

No. of 
Directorships 
in other 
public ltd 
companies 
as on 31st 
March, 2011

No. of Committee 
positions held in 
other public ltd 
companies as on 
31st March, 2011

Manish Kejriwal (Appointed on 18th  May, 2010) NED 3 No 2 Nil 2

Wilson Chia (Appointed on 30th July, 2010) NED 3 Yes Nil Nil Nil

Lee Ah Boon (Appointed on 24th November, 2010) NED 1 No Nil Nil Nil

Jagdish Khattar (Appointed on 25th January, 2011) NED (I) 0 No 3 Nil 2

Notes: 1.  Category of Directorship:  ED – Executive Director     WTD – Wholetime Director     NED – Non Executive Director 
    NED (I) – Non-Executive Director and Independent

2.  As per the requirement of Clause 49, only membership/chairmanship of the Audit Committee and Shareholders’/Investors Grievance 
Committee have been considered. For the purpose of considering the limits of Directorship, companies incorporated under Section 25 of the 
Companies Act, 1956 have been excluded.

3.  None of the Directors of the Company holds Directorship in more than 15 Public Companies or is a member in more than 10 Committees or 
acts as Chairman of more than 5 Committees across all companies in which he is a Director.

4. Board Committees 

In order to focus on the critical functions of the Company, the Board has constituted various committees. The details and composition of the 
committees are as follows: 

Sr. 
No.

Audit Committee Risk Oversight 
Committee

Securities Allotment 
and Transfer Committee

Remuneration and  
Nomination Committee

1. Mr. Lee Ah Boon (Appointed on 9th May, 2011) Mr. Thomas P Sodano Mr. Francis Rozario Mr. Francis Rozario

2. Mr. Thomas P Sodano Mr. Francis A. Rozario       Mr. Ruben de la Mora  Mr. S N Menon 

3. Mr. S N Menon Mr. Rajeev Kakar Mr. Parvez Vajifdar Mr. Lee Ah Boon (Appointed on 25th 
January, 2011)

4. Mr. Nihal Kaviratne CBE 
(Resigned w.e.f. 1st April, 2011)

Ms. Katarzyna Josefowicz

(i) Audit Committee: 

The Audit Committee of the Company is constituted pursuant to Section 292A of the Companies Act, 1956. The Audit Committee meetings 
were held on the following dates and the necessary quorum was present at all the meetings: 

1)   18th May, 2010 
2)   30th July, 2010 
3)   23rd November, 2010 
4)   25th January, 2011

The proceedings of the Audit Committee Meetings were noted by the Board of Directors at the subsequent Board meetings. The particulars of 
meetings attended by the members are set out in the following table:

Name Position held Audit Committee Meetings during FY 2010-11

Meetings Held Meetings Attended

Mr. Nihal Kaviratne CBE, Independent Director 
(Resigned w.e.f. 1st April, 2011)

Ex- Chairman 4 3

Mr. Lee Ah Boon  (Appointed w.e.f. 9th May, 2011) Chairman NA NA

Mr. Thomas P Sodano,  Non Executive Director Member 4 3

Mr. S N Menon Member 4 3
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Name Position 
held

Risk Oversight 
Committee meetings 
during FY 2010-11

*Mr. Nihal Kaviratne 
CBE Non - Executive 
Independent Director 
(Resigned w.e.f. 1st 
April, 2011)

Member 4 3

The Risk Oversight Committee meetings were held on the 
following dates and the necessary quorum was present for all 
the meetings: 

1)   18th May, 2010 
2)   29th September, 2010 
3)   24th November, 2010   
4)   25th January, 2011

The proceedings of the Risk Oversight Committee Meetings 
were noted by the Board of Directors at the subsequent Board 
meetings. The Company Secretary acts as secretary to the 
Committee.

Terms of Reference 

The Risk Oversight Committee (ROC) controls and manages 
the inherent risks relating to the Company’s activities in the 
following categories:

(i) Credit Risk  
(ii) Market Risk/Liquidity Risk  
(iii) Liquidity Risk Management  
(iv) Regulatory or Reputational Risk  

(iii) Securities Allotment and Transfer Committee 
(SATC)

The Company has constituted a SATC to approve the 
allotment and transfer of securities, look into redressal of 
complaints of investors such as share transfers, non-receipt of 
dividend/notices/annual reports, etc.

Terms of Reference 

1.  To allot securities of the Company 
2.  Transfer and transmission of securities 
3.  To oversee the redressal of Shareholders’/Investors’       
     complaints/grievances 

This committee meets on need basis. The Company Secretary 
acts as secretary to the committee.

(iv) Remuneration & Nomination Committee 

This committee meets the requirements of Schedule XIII to 
the Companies Act, 1956 and the Guidelines on Corporate 
Governance issued by the Reserve Bank of India. 

The committee meets on need basis. The Company Secretary 
acts as secretary to the same.

REPORT ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

All the members of the Audit Committee are financially 
literate and eminent persons of proven competence 
and integrity. The CEO and Integrated Risk Head of the 
Company are permanent invitee to the meetings of the Audit 
Committee. The Company Secretary acts as the Secretary to 
the Committee. 

The Statutory Auditors and Internal Auditors are invited to 
the meeting to bring out the issues that they may have with 
regard to the finance, operations, processes, systems and 
other allied matters.

Terms of Reference 

The powers and terms of reference of the Audit Committee 
are comprehensive and include the requirements as set 
out under Section 292A of the Companies Act, 1956. The 
Committee is vested with necessary powers as defined in its 
charter to achieve its objectives. 

The Audit Committee inter alia, has reviewed the financial 
statements including Auditors’ Report for the year ended 31st 
March, 2011 and has recommended its adoption.

Your Company has other management committees such 
as Asset liability Committee (ALCO) formed as per the 
NBFCs Prudential Norms (Reserve Bank) Directions, 1998, as 
amended from time to time. 

(ii) Risk Oversight Committee

The Company has a comprehensive, well-established and 
detailed risk management framework. The Company 
especially focuses on improving sensitivity to assessment of 
risks and improving methods of computation of risk weights, 
processes and procedures. 

The Company has constituted a Risk Oversight Committee to 
identify, review and control key risk areas, across the entire 
organization as per the requirements of Non Banking Finance 
Companies (NBFC’s) guidelines. It is a dedicated Board-level 
committee that monitors various risk management in the 
Company. The risk assessment and mitigation procedures are 
reviewed by the Board periodically.

The particulars of meetings attended by its members are set 
out in the following table:

Name Position 
held

Risk Oversight 
Committee meetings 
during FY 2010-11

Meetings         
Held

Meetings              
Attended

Mr. Thomas P Sodano, 
Non-Executive Director  

Chairman 4 4

Mr. Francis A. Rozario, 
Non-Executive Director 

Member 4 4

Mr. Rajeev Kakar,  
Non-Executive Director        

Member 4 4
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5. Directors & Officers Liability Insurance coverage 

The Company has obtained Directors & Officers Liability Insurance coverage from HDFC Ergo General Insurance Company Ltd to the 
extent of Rs. 10 Crores along with Entity cover under Employees Practices Liability and any other legal action that might be initiated 
against the Directors.

6. General Body Meetings

A. Particulars of Annual General Meetings (AGM)

The date, time and venue of last three Annual General Meetings are given below:

Financial 
Year

AGM 
No.

Date Venue Time

2009-10 15th 29th September,  
2010

Building No.11, Second Floor, Solitaire Corporate 
Park, Andheri Ghatkopar Link Road, Chakala, 
Andheri (East), 
Mumbai – 400 093.

11.00 a.m.

2008-09 14th 29th September, 2009 11.00 a.m.

2007-08 13th 16th August, 2008 11.00 a.m.

B. Special resolutions passed at last AGM

No special resolutions were passed during the last AGM.

C. Particulars of the Extra-Ordinary General Meetings (EGM)

No Extra-ordinary General Meetings were held during the financial year 2010-11.

7. Whistle Blower Policy 

The Company has developed and established a mechanism for the employees for reporting to the management concerns about unethical 
behavior, actual or suspected fraud which is against the interest of the Company or society or as a violation of the Company’s Code of 
Conduct or ethics policy.

The Whistle Blower Policy helps to provide for adequate safeguards against victimization of employees and also provide direct access to 
the CEO of the Company. An update on whistle blower cases and investigation conducted thereon is regularly presented to the Audit 
Committee at each of its meetings. 

8. Code of Conduct

The Company adopted a Code of Conduct approved by the Board of Directors which is binding on employees of the Company and the 
same have been complied. Code of Conduct is signed off on an Annual basis every year.

9. CEO/CFO: 

The CEO and CFO of the Company have certified to the Board with regard to the financial statements and other matters. This certificate is 
contained in this Annual Report.
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REPORT ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

CERTIFICATION BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (CEO) AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER (CFO)

(ANNEXURE III TO THE DIRECTORS’ REPORT)

To,

The Shareholders and the Board of Directors 
Fullerton India Credit Company Limited

We, Ruben de la Mora, Chief Executive Officer & President and Katarzyna Jozefowicz, Chief Financial Officer, of Fullerton India 
Credit Company Limited, to the best of our knowledge and belief, certify that:

a. We have reviewed the financial statements and the cash flow statements for the year ended 31st March, 2011 (hereinafter 
referred to as the year) and that to the best of our knowledge and belief:

i. These statements do not contain any materially untrue statement or omit any material fact or contain statements that 
might be misleading;

ii. These statements together present a true and fair view of the Company’s affairs and are in compliance with existing 
accounting standards, applicable laws and regulations. 

b. There are no transactions entered into by the Company during the year which are fraudulent, illegal or violative of the 
Company’s internal policies 

c. We accept responsibility for establishing and maintaining internal controls for financial reporting and we have evaluated the 
effectiveness of internal control systems of the Company pertaining to financial reporting and have disclosed to the auditors and 
the Audit Committee, deficiencies in the design or operation of such internal controls, if any, of which we are aware and have 
taken requisite steps to rectify these deficiencies.

d. We have indicated to the Auditors and the Audit Committee

i. Significant changes in internal control over financial reporting during the year and

ii. Significant changes in accounting policies during the year and the same have been disclosed in the notes to the financial 
statements.

e. There have been 213 instances of fraud cases reported by the Company to the Board. The Company has taken appropriate legal 
action against the same. Although the Company is registered as deposit accepting Company, it has not accepted deposits from 
public.

Place: Mumbai    Ruben De La Mora              Katarzyna Jozefowicz 
Date:  7th June, 2011   Chief Executive Officer & President       Chief Financial Officer
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Auditors’ Report

To 

The Members of Fullerton India Credit Company Limited

1. We have audited the attached Balance Sheet of Fullerton 
India Credit Company Limited (‘the Company’) as at 
March 31, 2011 and also the Profit and Loss Account 
and the Cash Flow Statement for the year ended on that 
date annexed thereto. These financial statements are 
the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial 
statements based on our audit.

2. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing 
standards generally accepted in India. Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit 
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting 
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. 
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles 
used and significant estimates made by management, 
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a 
reasonable basis for our opinion.

3. As required by the Companies (Auditor’s Report) Order, 
2003 (as amended) (‘the Order’) issued by the Central 
Government of India in terms of sub-section (4A) of 
Section 227 of the Companies Act, 1956 (‘the Act’), 
we enclose in the Annexure a statement on the matters 
specified in paragraphs 4 and 5 of the said Order.

4. Further to our comments in the Annexure referred to 
above, we report that:

 i. We have obtained all the information and  
 explanations, which to the best of our knowledge and 
 belief were necessary for the purposes of our audit;

 ii. In our opinion, proper books of account as required by  
 law have been kept by the Company so far as appears 
 from our examination of those books;

 iii. The Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss Account and 
 the Cash Flow Statement dealt with by this report are 
 in agreement with the books of account;

 iv. In our opinion, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss 
 Account and the Cash Flow Statement dealt with by  
 this report comply with the accounting standards  
 referred to in sub-section (3C) of section 211 of  
 the Act;

 v. On the basis of the written representations received 
 from the directors, as on March 31, 2011, and taken  
 on record by the Board of Directors, we report that 
 none of the directors are disqualified as on March 
 31, 2011 from being appointed as a director in terms 
 of clause (g) of sub-section (1) of section 274 of  
 the Act;

 vi. In our opinion and to the best of our information 
 and according to the explanations given to us the 
 said accounts give the information required by the Act, 
 in the manner so required and give a true and fair view 
 in conformity with the accounting principles generally 
 accepted in India;

  a) In the case of the Balance Sheet, of the state of  
  affairs of the Company as at March 31, 2011;

  b) In the case of the Profit and Loss Account, of the  
  profit for the year ended on that date; and

  c) In the case of Cash Flow Statement, of the cash  
  flows for the year ended on that date.

For S. R. Batliboi & Co.

Firm Registration number: 301003E 
Chartered Accountants

per Viren H. Mehta     
a Partner 
Membership No. 48749 

Place: Mumbai  
Date: June 7, 2011
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Auditors’ Report 
Annexure referred to in paragraph 3 of our report of even date 
Re: Fullerton India Credit Company Limited (‘the Company’)

(v) In our opinion, there are no contracts or arrangements 
that need to be entered in the register maintained under 
Section 301 of the Act.

(vi) The Company has not accepted any deposits from the 
public.

(vii) In our opinion, the Company has an internal audit system 
commensurate with the size and nature of its business.

(viii) To the best of our knowledge and as explained, the 
Central Government has not prescribed maintenance of 
cost records under clause (d) of sub-section (1) of section 
209 of the Act for the products of the Company.

(ix) (a) Undisputed statutory dues including provident fund,  
 investor education and protection fund, employees’  
 state insurance, income tax, wealth-tax, service tax,  
 customs duty, excise duty, cess and other material  
 statutory dues have generally been regularly deposited  
 with the appropriate authorities; except in case of  
 dues for works contract tax and sales tax, these  
 have not generally been regularly deposited with the  
 appropriate authorities though the delays in deposit  
 have not been serious; and in the case of dues for  
 profession tax, these have not been regularly  
 deposited with the appropriate authorities and there  
 have been serious delays in large number of cases  
 
 Further, since the Central Government has till date not  
 prescribed the amount of cess payable under section  
 441A of the Act, we are not in a position to comment  
 upon the regularity or otherwise of the Company in  
 depositing the same.

 (b) According to the information and explanations given  
 to us, undisputed dues in respect of provident fund, 
 investor education and protection fund, employees’  
 state insurance, income-tax, wealth-tax, service tax,  
 sales-tax, customs duty, excise duty, cess and other  
 material statutory dues which were outstanding, at  
 the year end, for a period of more than six months  
 from the date they became payable, are as follows:

Name of the statute Nature of the dues Amount (Rs) Period to which the amount relates Due Date Date of Payment

Gujarat State Tax on 
Profession, Trades and 
Employment Act, 1976

Profession tax 140,080 Various dates Various dates Not paid till date

(i) (a) The Company has maintained proper records showing  
 full particulars, including quantitative details and  
 situation of fixed assets. 

 (b) Fixed assets have been physically verified by  
 the management during the year and no material  
 discrepancies were identified on such verification.  

 (c) There was no disposal of a substantial part of fixed  
 assets during the year.

(ii)  The Company is a Non-Banking Financial Company 
(‘NBFC’) engaged in the business of giving loans and 
does not maintain any inventory. Therefore the provisions 
of clause 4(ii) of the Order are not applicable to the 
Company.

(iii) (a) According to the information and explanations given  
 to us, the Company has not granted any loans,  
 secured or unsecured to companies, firms or other  
 parties covered in the register maintained under  
 section 301 of the Act. Accordingly, the provisions of  
 clause 4(iii)(a) to (d) of the Order are not applicable to  
 the Company and hence not commented upon.

 (b) According to information and explanations given to 
 us, the Company has not taken any loans, secured or  
 unsecured, from companies, firms or other parties  
 covered in the register maintained under section 301  
 of the Act. Accordingly, the provisions of clause 4(iii) 
 (e) to (g) of the Order are not applicable to the   
 Company and hence not commented upon.

(iv) In our opinion and according to the information and 
explanations given to us, there is an adequate internal 
control system commensurate with the size of the 
Company and the nature of its business, for the purchase 
of fixed assets and for rendering of services. The activities 
of the Company do not involve purchase of inventory and 
the sale of goods. During the course of our audit, we have 
not observed any major weakness or continuing failure to 
correct any major weakness in the internal control system 
of the Company in respect of these areas.
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 (c) According to the information and explanation given  
 to us, there are no dues of income tax, sales-tax,  
 wealth tax, service tax, customs duty, excise duty and  
 cess which have not been deposited on account of  
 any dispute.

(x) The Company’s accumulated losses at the end of the 
financial year are more than fifty percent of its net 
worth.  The Company has not incurred cash losses in 
the current and immediately preceding financial year. 

(xi) Based on our audit procedures and as per the 
information and explanations given by the 
management, we are of the opinion that the Company 
has not defaulted in repayment of dues to a financial 
institution, bank or debenture holders. 

(xii) According to the information and explanations given to 
us and based on the documents and records produced 
before us, the Company has not granted loans and 
advances on the basis of security by way of pledge of 
shares, debentures and other securities.

(xiii) In our opinion, the Company is not a chit fund or 
a nidhi / mutual benefit fund / society. Therefore, 
the provisions of clause 4(xiii) of the Order are not 
applicable to the Company.

(xiv) In respect of dealing in investments, in our opinion and 
according to the information and explanations given 
to us, proper records have been maintained of the 
transactions and contracts and timely entries have been 
made therein. The investments have been held by the 
Company, in its own name. 

(xv) According to the information and explanations given to 
us, the Company has not given any guarantee for loans 
taken by others from banks or financial institutions.

(xvi) Based on the information and explanation given to 
us by the management, term loans were applied 
for the purpose for which the loans were obtained, 
though idle/surplus funds which were not required for 
immediate utilization at relevant time were gainfully 
invested in liquid investments payable on demand.

(xvii) According to the information and explanations given 
to us and on an overall examination of the balance 
sheet of the Company, we report that no funds raised 
on short-term basis have been used for long-term 
investment.

(xviii)  The Company has not made any preferential allotment 
of shares to parties or companies covered in the 
register maintained under section 301 of the Act.

(xix)  According to the information and explanations given to 
us, during the period covered by our audit report, the 
Company had issued 3,409 unsecured debentures of 
Rs.1,000,000 each. The Company has created security 
or charge in respect of secured debentures issued. The 
Company has unsecured debentures outstanding during 
the year on which no security or charge is required to be 
created.

(xx)  The Company has not made any public issues during the 
year.

(xxi)  Based upon the audit procedures performed for the 
purpose of reporting the true and fair view of the 
financial statements and as per the information and 
explanations given by the management, we report that 
no frauds on or by the company were noticed / reported 
during the year except two hundred and thirteen 
instances of fraudulent misrepresentation by borrowers 
involving an aggregate amount of Rs.9,916,375. We 
have been informed that, of the above, the Company 
has initiated legal action against such borrowers in one 
hundred and five instances. The outstanding balance 
(net of recovery) aggregating to Rs.7,927,838 has been 
fully written off.

For S. R. Batliboi & Co.

Firm Registration number: 301003E 
Chartered Accountants

per Viren H. Mehta     
a Partner 
Membership No. 48749 

Place: Mumbai  
Date: June 7, 2011
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balance sheet as at march 31,2011

schedule march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010 

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs
sOUrcEs OF FUNDs :
sharEhOLDErs  FUNDs

Share Capital  “A”  170,866  170,866 
Stock Options Outstanding (Refer note 10 of Schedule “S”)  1  6 
Reserves and Surplus  “B”  1,292  1,239 

LOaN FUNDs
Secured Loans  “C”  83,279  190,919 
Unsecured Loans  “D”  195,611  60,186 
tOtaL  451,049  423,216 

aPPLIcatION OF FUNDs :
FIXED assEts  “E” 

Gross Block  12,896  17,172 
Less: Depreciation  (8,743)  (10,139)
Less: Impairment  (44)  (1,964)
Net Block  4,109  5,069 
Capital work in progress (including advances)  159  219 

INTANGIBLE ASSETS  “E” 
Gross Block  5,268  4,241 
Less: Depreciation  (2,929)  (2,189)
Less: Impairment  –    (2)
Net Block  2,339  2,050 

INVEstmENts  “F”  43,325  27,321 
cUrrENt assEts, LOaNs aND aDVaNcEs

Interest Accrued on Investments  –    930 
Sundry Debtors  “G”  12  2 
Cash and Bank Balances  “H”  7,314  23,997 
Loans and Advances  “I”  319,749  314,327 
Other Current Assets  “J”  6,142  6,386 

 333,217  345,642 
Less: cUrrENt LIaBILItIEs aND PrOVIsIONs  “K” 

Current Liabilities  26,763  30,384 
Provisions  5,181  27,049 

 31,944  57,433 
Net current assets  301,273  288,209 
miscellaneous Expenditure (to the extent not written off/ adjusted)
Ancillary cost of borrowings (Refer note 14 of Schedule “S”)  385  678 
Profit & Loss Account  99,459  99,670 

tOtaL  451,049  423,216 

 
Notes to accounts “S”  
 
The schedules referred to above and the notes to accounts form an integral part of the Balance Sheet. 
As per our report of even date

S. R. BATLIBOI & Co.  For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of 
Firm Registration number : 301003E Fullerton India Credit Company Limited
chartered accountants

per Viren H. Mehta Francis Andrew Rozario Ruben de la Mora Parvez Vajifdar
Partner chairman cEO and President Whole–time Director
Membership No. 48749
 Katarzyna Jozefowicz Pankaj Malik
 Chief Financial Officer SVP Finance and Company Secretary
 
Place : Mumbai Place : Mumbai
Date : June 7 2011 Date : June 7 2011
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PROFIt & lOss accOUnt FOr thE PErIOD ENDED as at march 31,2011

schedule For the year ended  
 march 31, 2011 

For the year ended  
 march 31, 2010 

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

INcOmE

Income from Financing Operations  "L" 81,198 88,411 

Other Income  "M" 6,863 5,144 

 88,061  93,555 

EXPENDItUrE

Employees' Cost  "N" 23,893 28,815 

Administrative and Other Expenses  "O" 22,459 29,007 

Depreciation  "E" 3,102 5,716 

Financial Expenses  "P" 26,782 28,598 

Bad Debts Written Off / Provision (Net of bad debts recovered)  "Q" 11,555 73,116 

 87,791  165,252 

Profit / (Loss) before Tax 270  (71,697)

Wealth Tax 6 12 

tax expense 6 12 

Profit / (Loss) after Tax 264  (71,709)

Surplus Brought Forward from Previous Year  (99,670)  (27,961)

Profit / (Loss) Available for Appropriation  (99,406)  (99,670)

aPPrOPrIatIONs

Transfer to Reserve Fund under Section 45 – IC of the RBI Act, 1934 53  – 

       Deficit carried to Balance Sheet  (99,459)  (99,670)

 (99,459)  (99,670)

Earnings per Share (Rs.)  "R" 0.02 (4.51)

Notes to accounts  “S”  
 
The schedules referred to above and the notes to accounts form an integral part of the Balance Sheet. 
As per our report of even date

S. R. BATLIBOI & Co.  For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of 
Firm Registration number : 301003E Fullerton India Credit Company Limited
chartered accountants

per Viren H. Mehta Francis Andrew Rozario Ruben de la Mora Parvez Vajifdar
Partner chairman cEO and President Whole–time Director
Membership No. 48749
 Katarzyna Jozefowicz Pankaj Malik
 Chief Financial Officer SVP Finance and Company Secretary
 
Place : Mumbai Place : Mumbai
Date : June 7 2011 Date : June 7 2011
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cash FlOW stateMent FOr thE YEar ENDED march 31,2011

march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010 

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

A. Cash flow from operating activities:

Net profit before taxation  270  (71,697)

Adjustments for:

Depreciation  3,102  5,716 

(Profit)/Loss on sale of fixed assets  81  1,191 

Write off of Fixed Assets & Intangible Assets  173  – 

(Write back) / provision of impairment on fixed assets and intangible assets  (249)  1,966 

(Profit)/Loss on sale of investments  (1,316)  (530)

Interest expense on debentures  5,303  5,008 

Premium on redemption of debentures  3,540  4,843 

Interest expense on bank loans  10,319  10,449 

Interest income (on fixed deposits)  (623)  (854)

Interest income on bonds  (407)  (1,084)

Provision for sub standard assets and bad debts written off  11,555  73,116 

Provision for gratuity and superannuation  3  (198)

Employee stock options  (5)  – 

Amortisation of ancillary borrowing cost  803  719 

Discount on commercial papers  6,335  6,717 

Operating profit before working capital changes  38,884  35,362 

Movements in working capital :

– (Increase)/ decrease in loans and advances  (38,800)  (46,029)

– (Increase)/ decrease in current assets  171  1,755 

– (Increase)/ decrease in sundry debtors  (10)  714 

 – Increase/ (decrease) in current Liabilities  (3,651)  2,888 

Cash generated from operations  (3,406)  (5,310)

 – Income taxes (paid) / received  (65)  (460)

 – Fringe benefit taxes paid  –    (20)

Net cash from operating activities  (A)  (3,471)  (5,790)

B. Cash flow from investing activities:

Purchase of fixed assets & intangibles  (2,621)  (1,120)

Proceeds from sale of fixed assets  256  665 

Purchase of investments of subsidiary companies  (202)  (14)

Purchase of investments  (1,058,995)  (1,601,224)

Sale / maturity of investments  1,044,509  1,598,196 

Maturity / (investments) in fixed deposit (maturity greater than 3 months) (net)  4,900  (2,895)

Interest received on bonds  1,337  1,084 

Interest received on fixed deposits held with banks  633  832 

Net cash from investing activities (B)  (10,183)  (4,476)
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cash FlOW stateMent FOr thE YEar ENDED march 31,2011

march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010 

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

C. Cash flow from financing activities ( C ) 

Proceeds from issuance of share capital (including share premium)  –    24,194 

Maturity / (Investments) in lien marked fixed deposits (placed as security for working  (3,411)  13,600 

capital limit sanctioned by banks and in connection with asset assignment) (net)

Proceeds from long term and short term borrowings from banks and financials institutions  104,001  69,944 

Repayment of long term and short term borrowings from banks and financials institutions and 
interest thereon

 (122,786)  (92,153)

Proceeds from issue of debentures  34,090  127,200 

Repayment of debentures and interest / premium thereon  (86,788)  (95,786)

Proceeds from issue of commercial papers (net of discount)  129,835  70,036 

Repayment of commercial papers  (61,272)  (126,400)

Payment of ancillary borrowing cost  (510)  (618)

Net cash used in financing activities (C )  (6,841)  (9,983)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents  (A)+(B)+(C)  (20,495)  (20,249)

Cash and cash equivalents as at the beginning of the year  12,552  32,801 

Cash and cash equivalents as at the end of the year
(refer Note 8 of schedule ‘s’)

 (7,943)  12,552 

Components of cash and cash equivalents as at

Cash and cheques on hand  243  228 

With banks – on current account (net of book overdraft)  (8,186)  (4,076)

– on deposit account  –    16,400 

 (7,943)  12,552 

As per our report of even date

S. R. BATLIBOI & Co.  For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of 
Firm Registration number : 301003E Fullerton India Credit Company Limited
chartered accountants

per Viren H. Mehta Francis Andrew Rozario Ruben de la Mora Parvez Vajifdar
Partner chairman cEO and President Whole–time Director
Membership No. 48749

 Katarzyna Jozefowicz Pankaj Malik
 Chief Financial Officer SVP Finance and Company Secretary
 
Place : Mumbai Place : Mumbai
Date : June 7 2011 Date : June 7 2011
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scheDUles aNNEXED tO aND FOrmING Part OF thE accOUNts  

march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

SCHEDULE  “A” :  SHARE CAPITAL

Authorised Share Capital

 2,500,000,000 (PY 2,500,000,000) Equity Shares of Rs.10 each  250,000  250,000 

 250,000  250,000 

Issued Share Capital

 1,708,661,357 (PY 1,708,661,357) Equity Shares of Rs.10 each  170,866  170,866 

 170,866  170,866 

Subscribed and Paid up 

 1,708,661,357 (PY 1,708,661,357) Equity Shares of Rs.10 each  fully paid  170,866  170,866 

 Of the above :

  1,623,404,994 (PY 1,623,404,994) shares are held by Angelica Investments Pte. Ltd, Singapore, 
the holding company and its nominees

 For Stock Option refer note no. 10 in Schedule “S”

total  170,866  170,866 

march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

SCHEDULE  “B” :  RESERVES AND SURPLUS

General Reserve

 As per last Balance Sheet  96  96 

 96  96 

Reserve Fund under Section 45 – IC of the RBI Act, 1934

 As per last Balance Sheet  98  98 

 Add: Transfer from Profit & Loss Account  53  –   

 151  98 

Securities Premium Account

 As per last Balance Sheet  696  696 

 696  696 

Capital Reserve

 As per last Balance Sheet  349  349 

 Add: Received / Adjustment during the year  –    –  

 349  349 

total  1,292  1,239 
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scheDUles aNNEXED tO aND FOrmING Part OF thE accOUNts  

march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010 

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

SCHEDULE “C” :   SECURED LOANS  

Debentures (Short Term)

Nil (PY 3,560) Zero coupon Secured Redeemable Non–Convertible Debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, 
redeemable at premium at the end of 716 days from the date of allotment December 17, 2008

 –    35,600 

(Secured by first pari passu charge over all book debts & first pari passu mortgage of immovable 
property)

Nil (PY 2,500) 13.75% Secured Redeemable Non–Convertible Debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, 
redeemable at par at the end of 543 days from the date of allotment November 20, 2008

 –    25,000 

(Secured by first pari passu charge over all book debts & first pari passu mortgage of immovable 
property)

Nil (PY 500) 9% Secured Redeemable Non–Convertible Debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable 
at par at the end of 537 days from the date of allotment July 20, 2009

 –    5,000 

(Secured by first pari passu charge over all book debts & first pari passu mortgage of immovable 
property)

Debentures (Others)

650 (PY 650) 9% Secured Redeemable Non–Convertible Debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, 
redeemable at par at the end of 568 days from the date of allotment September 14, 2009

 6,500  6,500 

(Secured by first pari passu charge over all book debts & first pari passu mortgage of immovable 
property)

200 (PY 500) Zero coupon Secured Redeemable Non–Convertible Debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, 
redeemable at premium at the end of 568 days from the date of allotment September 14, 2009

 2,000  5,000 

(Secured by first pari passu charge over all book debts & first pari passu mortgage of immovable 
property)

Term loan from banks (Due within one year Rs. 40,054 (PY Rs. 49,490))  73,278  71,368 

(Secured by first pari passu charge over all book debts)

Term loan from financial institutions (Due within one year Rs. Nil (PY Rs. 7,500))  –    7,500 

(Secured by first pari passu charge over all book debts)

Working capital borrowings (Due within one year)  1,501  34,951 

(Secured by lien marked against fixed deposits)

total  83,279  190,919 
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scheDUles aNNEXED tO aND FOrmING Part OF thE accOUNts  

march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

SCHEDULE  “D” :   UNSECURED LOANS
Debentures (Short Term)

Nil (PY 25) 7.73% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 10,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 24 days from the date of allotment March 12, 2010

 –    2,500 

Debentures (Others)

395 (PY 395) 9.30% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 553 days from the date of allotment September 29, 2009

 3,950  3,950 

65 (PY 65) 9.10% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par at 
the end of 555 days from the date of allotment October 14, 2009

 650  650 

100 (PY 100) 9.30% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 558 days from the date of allotment October 21, 2009

 1,000  1,000 

150 (PY 150) 8.90% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 542 days from the date of allotment November 13, 2009

 1,500  1,500 

150 (PY 150) 9.35% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 696 days from the date of allotment November 13, 2009

 1,500  1,500 

300 (PY 500) 8.85% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 545 days from the date of allotment November 13, 2009

 3,000  5,000 

50 (PY 50) 8.70% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par at 
the end of 730 days from the date of allotment December 2, 2009

 500  500 

100 (PY 100) 8.00% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 547 days from the date of allotment December 2, 2009

 1,000  1,000 

110 (PY 110) 8.10% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 542 days from the date of allotment March 22, 2010

 1,100  1,100 

90 (PY Nil) 7.77% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par at 
the end of 539 days from the date of allotment April 9, 2010

 900  –   

850 (PY Nil) 9.25% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 1095 days from the date of allotment April 20, 2010

 8,500  –   

500 (PY Nil) 7.32% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 425 days from the date of allotment April 22, 2010

 5,000  –   

100 (PY Nil) 7.30% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 433 days from the date of allotment April 23, 2010

 1,000  –   

500 (PY Nil) 7.90% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 548 days from the date of allotment April 26, 2010

 5,000  –   

500 (PY Nil) 7.90% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 548 days from the date of allotment April 26, 2010

 5,000  –   

500 (PY Nil) 8.00% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 549 days from the date of allotment May 24, 2010

 5,000  –   

19 (PY Nil) 8.50% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par at 
the end of 539 days from the date of allotment July 22, 2010

 190  –   

50 (PY Nil) 10% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par at 
the end of 1097 days from the date of allotment August 18, 2010

 500  –   

300 (PY Nil) 11.75% Unsecured non–convertible debentures of Rs. 1,000,000 each, redeemable at par 
at the end of 455 days from the date of allotment February 09, 2011

 3,000  –   

Short Term loan from banks  20,000  –   

Other loans from banks  11,000  –   

(Due within one year Rs. Nil (PY Nil))

Commercial Paper (Short term)                                                                                                   120,760 
Less : Unamortised discount                                                                                                         (4,439)
(Maximum amount raised at any time during the year Rs. 120,760 (PY Rs. 115,400))

  
116,321 

 
 41,486 

total  195,611  60,186 
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scheDUles aNNEXED tO aND FOrmING Part OF thE accOUNts  

march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

SCHEDULE “F” :   INVESTMENTS

Long Term Investments (At Cost – Unquoted)

87,627,813 (PY 87,627,813) Equity Shares of Rs. 10/– each fully paid–up in 

Fullerton Securities & Wealth Advisors Limited  8,763  8,763 

2,000,000 (PY Nil) Equity Shares of Rs. 10/– each fully paid–up in  200  –   

Fullerton India Home Finance Company Limited

50,000 (PY Nil) Equity Shares of Rs. 10/– each fully paid–up in  5  –   

Alpha Micro Finance Consultants Private Limited

23,575 (PY Nil) Equity Shares of Rs. 10/– each fully paid–up in  2  –  

Fullerton India Foundation For Social & Economic Development

1,000 Unsecured Redeemable Non–Convertible Subordinated Bonds  –    10,000 

of Rs. 1,000,000 each in HDFC Bank Ltd.

Investment in Certificate of Deposits  21,981  –   

Investment in Commercial Papers  9,873  –   

Current Investments (Unquoted)

Investments in Mutual Funds (At Net Asset Value)

250,064,871.457 (PY Nil) units of Rs. 10 each in SBI Mutual Fund  2,501  –   

Nil (PY 5,726,357.59) units of Rs. 10 each in Birla Sun Life Cash Plus – I P  –    1,001 

Nil (PY 6,381,497.15) units of Rs. 10 each in HDFC Floating Rate Income Fund– Short Term Plan  –    1,001 

Nil (PY 123,632.22) units of Rs. 1,000 each in Reliance Money Manager Fund Instl Option   –    1,551 

Nil (PY 9,166,964.08) units of Rs. 10 each in IDFC Money Manager – Treasury Plan  –    1,001 

Nil (PY 8,343,948.92) units of Rs. 10 each in SBI SHF – Ultra Short Term – IP  –    1,001 

Nil (PY 7,201,414.64) units of Rs. 10 each in Canara Robeco Treasury Advantage Fund  –    1,001 

Nil (PY 6,867,060.53) units of Rs. 10 each in Principal Cash Management Fund   –    1,001 

Nil (PY 584,417.46) units of Rs. 100 each in ICICI Prudential Flexible Income Plan  –    1,001 

total  43,325  27,321 

The following investments were purchased & sold during the year :

    4,918,803.13   Pramerica Liquid Fund – Growth Option  50,778  –   

118,954,250.03   IDFC Cash Fund – Super Inst Plan C – Growth  13,380  –   

  91,958,782.46   IDFC Money Manager Fund–Treasury Plan – GROWTH  10,081  –   

191,769,196.47   JPMORGAN India Liquid Fund – Super Inst. Growth Plan  23,560  –   

  68,929,730.81   Tata Floater Fund – Growth  9,501  –   

    1,748,964.87   Tata Liquid Super High Inv. Fund – Appreciation  30,250  –   

  22,481,959.75   Kotak Floater Long Term – Growth  3,300  –   

  63,175,128.34   Kotak Liquid (Institutional Premium) – Growth  11,890  –   

    3,025,571.26   ICICI Prudential Flexible Income Plan Premium – Growth  5,201  –   

    4,900,053.92   ICICI Prudential Liquid Super Institutional Plan – Growth  6,700  –   

    5,721,919.16   Reliance Medium Term Fund – Retail Plan – Growth Plan  1,100  –   

  49,194,167.62   Reliance Liquid Fund – Treasury Plan – Institutional Option – Growth Option  11,100  –   

       966,694.45   Reliance Money Manager Fund – Institutional Option – Growth Plan  12,177  –   

  67,172,516.06   Reliance Liquidity Fund – Growth Option  9,375  –   
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march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

  99,274,962.04   Sundaram Money Fund Super Inst. Growth  19,855  –   

  80,943,154.81   DWS Ultra Short Term Fund – Institutional Growth  8,801  –   

314,577,876.36   DWS Insta Cash Plus Fund – Super Institutional Plan Growth  38,050  –   

115,534,737.56   LIC Nomura Mutual Fund – Liquid Fund – Growth Plan  19,800  –   

  46,561,026.15   HDFC Cash Management Fund – Savings Plan – Growth  9,000  –   

  57,136,908.74   HDFC Floating Rate Income Fund – Short Term Plan –Growth  9,001  –   

  21,502,827.70   HDFC Liquid Fund – Premium Plus Plan – Growth  4,000  –   

       648,412.27   UTI Treasury Advantage Fund – Institutional Plan – Growth  8,125  –   

    1,721,784.10   UTI Liquid Cash Plan Institutional – Growth Option  26,600  –   

    1,484,098.24   UTI Money Market Mutual Fund – Institutional Growth Plan  15,450  –   

665,333,083.88   Religare Liquid Fund – Super Institutional Growth  95,645  –   

  28,351,995.53   Religare Ultra Short Term Fund – Institutional Growth  3,600  –   

    4,197,037.46   DSP Blackrock Liquidity Fund – Institutional Plan – Growth  57,028  –   

         75,359.31   DSP Blackrock Floating Rate Fund – Institutional Plan – Growth  1,000  –   

1,022,165,126.26   Peerless Liquid Fund – Super Institutional Growth  106,139  –   

    3,974,563.26   Peerless Ultra Short Term Fund – Super Institutional Growth  400  –   

269,149,331.79   Baroda Pioneer Liquid Fund – Institutional Growth Plan  28,700  –   

  91,234,920.21   Baroda Pioneer Treasury Advantage Fund – Institutional Growth  9,501  –   

    8,107,903.55   Taurus Liquid Fund – Super Institutional Growth  82,728  –   

       433,252.25   Taurus Ultra Short Term Bond Fund – Super Insti Growth Plan  4,701  –   

712,888,256.59   Canara Robeco Liquid Super Inst. Growth Fund  81,558  –   

  63,765,904.17   Canara Robeco Treasury Advantage Super Inst Growth Fund  8,901  –   

173,094,308.73   SBI – Magnum Insta Cash Fund – Cash Option  36,510  –   

584,405,137.29   SBI Premier Liquid Fund – Super Institutional– Growth  87,403  –   

  46,556,313.12   SBI–SHF– Ultra Short Term Fund – Institutional PLAN – Growth  5,601  –   

188,887,968.08   Birla Sun Life Cash Plus–Instl Premium – Growth  28,542  –   

  82,413,836.03   Birla Sun Life Savings Fund Instl. –Growth  14,202  –   

  47,587,216.23   Principal Near–Term Fund Conservative Plan–Growth Plan  7,001  –   

  58,128,150.98   Principal Cash Management Fund–Growth  8,400  –   

504,664,062.98  Baroda Pioneer Liquid Fund – Inst Plan – Growth  –    51,750 

  67,022,251.18   Baroda Pioneer Treasury Advantage Fund – IP – Growth  –    6,801 

355,328,161.93   Birla Sun Life Cash Manager – I P – Growth  –    53,200 

564,586,877.75   Birla Sun Life Cash Plus – Institutional Premium Plan – Growth  –    81,850 

221,836,393.52   Birla Sun Life Savings Fund – IP – Growth  –    38,104 

834,474,025.69   Canara Robeco Liquid – Super IP – Growth  –    91,200 

  96,696,888.73   Canara Robeco Treasury Advantage Fund – Super IP – Growth  –    13,001 

       113,459.17   DSP BlackRock Floating Rate Fund – IP – Growth  –    1,500 

       114,215.02   DSP Blackrock Liquidity Fund – IP – Growth  –    1,500 

818,586,101.57   DWS Insta Cash Plus Fund – Super IP – Growth  –    95,050 

132,149,515.85   HDFC Cash Mgmt Fund – Savings Plan – Growth  –    25,000 

  73,571,668.53   HDFC Cash Mgmt Fund – Treasury Advantage – WP – Growth  –    14,502 
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rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

269,580,248.64   HDFC F R I F – STF – WP – Growth  –    41,645 

  48,213,574.36   HDFC Liquid Fund – Premium Plan – Growth  –    8,700 

448,073,456.23   HDFC Liquid Fund – Premium Plus Plan – Growth  –    81,040 

147,528,301.94   ICICI Prudential Flexible Income Plan – Premium – Growth  –    48,505 

582,556,954.69   ICICI Prudential Liquid – Super IP – Growth  –    107,651 

191,851,927.40   IDFC Cash Fund – Plan C – Super I P – Growth  –    21,250 

155,559,974.68   IDFC Money Manager – Treasury Plan – Plan C – Growth  –    16,802 

  86,325,154.65   ING Liquid Fund – Super IP – Growth  –    11,450 

126,449,135.56   JPMorgan India Liquid Fund – Super IP – Growth  –    14,500 

  18,262,276.20   Kotak Flexi Debt Fund – IP – Growth  –    2,000 

  65,741,471.47   Kotak Floater – LT – Growth  –    9,551 

509,094,724.58   Kotak Liquid – Inst Premium Plan – Growth  –    92,500 

502,788,049.38   LIC MF Liquid Fund – Growth  –    82,400 

  68,888,311.86   LIC MF Savings Plus Fund – Growth  –    9,751 

  38,965,661.63   PRINCIPAL Cash Mgmt Fund LO– Inst Prem. Plan – Growth  –    5,500 

  10,355,724.25   PRINCIPAL Floating Rate Fund – FMP – IP – Growth  –    1,500 

  12,988,441.67   Principal Ultra Short Term Fund – Reg – Growth  –    1,500 

528,185,335.09   Reliance Liquid Fund – TP – IP – Growth  –    115,550 

292,509,536.49   Reliance Liquidity Fund – Growth  –    39,900 

  44,770,623.25   Reliance Medium Term Fund – Growth  –    8,501 

    3,172,114.63   Reliance Money Manager Fund – IP – Growth  –    39,005 

    1,651,350.39   Religare Liquid Fund – IP – Growth  –    200 

540,553,466.60   Religare Liquid Fund – Super IP – Growth  –    66,800 

162,378,897.96   Religare Ultra Short Term Fund – IP – Growth  –    28,203 

  65,170,890.05   SBI Premier Liquid Fund – Super IP – Growth  –    9,250 

  39,434,343.07   SBI SHDF – Ultra Short Term – IP – Growth  –    4,700 

  13,351,289.07   Sundaram BNP Paribas Money Fund – Super IP – Growth  –    2,500 

    8,353,312.40   Sundaram BNP Paribas Ultra Short Term – Super IP – Growth  –    1,000 

    6,617,787.36   Tata Floater Fund – Growth  –    6,301 

    1,077,201.36   Tata Liquid Fund – SHIP – Growth  –    18,000 

         96,779.18   Tata Treasury Manager SHIP – Growth  –    1,000 

       149,691.84   Templeton India TMA – Super IP – Growth  –    2,000 

       328,077.74   UTI Liquid Fund – Cash Plan – IP – Growth  –    63,500 

466,969,799.34   UTI Money Market – IP – Growth  –    103,100 

    1,507,945.00   UTI Treasury Advantage Fund – IP – Growth  –    18,402 

    3,432,196.78   DBS Chola F I – S T F – I P – Growth  –    500 

    8,145,279.47   DSP BlackRock Cash Manager Fund – Institutional Plan – Growth  –    2,700 

  22,833,627.05   SBI Magnum Insta Cash – Cash Plan  –    4,600 

124,811,297.17   DBS Chola Liquid Fund – Super IP – Growth  –    15,350 

111,754,547.33   DWS Ultra Short–Term Fund – IP – Growth  –    11,901 

total  1,024,635  1,592,666 
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march 31, 2011 march 31, 2010

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

SCHEDULE  “G” : SUNDRY DEBTORS

Other debts (Unsecured, considered good)  12  2 

total  12  2 

SCHEDULE  “H” : CASH AND BANK BALANCES

Cash on hand  243  228 

Balances with Scheduled Banks

 On Current accounts  1,260  69 

 On Deposit accounts

  – Unencumbered  –    21,300 

  –  Pledged against working capital limit sanctioned by banks and in connection with asset 
assignment

 5,811  2,400 

total  7,314  23,997 

SCHEDULE “I” : LOANS AND ADVANCES

A  Portfolio Loans

 a. Portfolio Loans (Secured, considered good)

  Assignment Loan Receivables  280  500 

  Loans  90,625  62,176 

 b. Portfolio Loans (Secured, considered doubtful)

  Assignment Loan Receivables  –    3,333 

  Loans  3,146  2,644 

 c. Portfolio Loans (Unsecured, considered good)

  Assignment Loan Receivables  7,285  30,029 

  Loans  199,262  177,135 

 d. Portfolio Loans (Unsecured, considered doubtful)

  Assignment Loan Receivables  5,870  178 

  Loans  4,510  28,033 

Sub–Total    (A)  310,978  304,028 

B  Other Loans & Advances 

 Secured, considered good

  Interest accrued and due on Assignment Loan Receivables  –    33 

  Accrued Interest on Loans  162  227 

 Unsecured, considered good

  Accrued Interest on Loans  816  1,647 

  Advances recoverable in cash or in kind or for value to be received  4,865  4,192 

  Advance Income Tax (including Tax Deducted at Source)  1,365  1,306 

  Deposits  1,563  2,568 

 Unsecured, considered doubtful

  Deposits

  Less :   Provision  –    326 

Sub–Total (B)  8,771  10,299 

total   (a+B)  319,749  314,327 
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rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

SCHEDULE “J” : OTHER CURRENT ASSETS

 Interest Accrued but not due

 On Fixed Deposits  131  204 

 On Secured Assignment Loan Receivables  4  43 

 On Secured Loans  1,185  974 

 On Unsecured Assignment Loan Receivables  42  256 

 On Unsecured Loans  4,268  4,397 

 Repossessed Assets  512  512 

total  6,142  6,386 

SCHEDULE “K” : CURRENT LIABILITIES AND PROVISIONS

 Current Liabilities

 Sundry Creditors  (Other than Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises)  8,760  10,699 

 (Refer note 16 of Schedule “S”)

 Deferred Income  1,401  1,703 

 Security Deposits  2,739  4,065 

 Bank Balances (Book Overdraft)  9,446  4,145 

 Undisputed Statutory dues  493  576 

 Interest accrued but not due

 On term loans  –    426 

 On debentures  3,775  8,620 

 On others  149  150 

total  26,763  30,384 

 Provisions

 Provision for Gratuity  6  –   

 Provision for Superannuation  6  9 

 Provision for sub–standard assets  5,169  27,040 

total  5,181  27,049 
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For the year ended 
march 31, 2011

For the year ended 
march 31, 2010

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

SCHEDULE  “L” : INCOME FROM OPERATIONS
 Interest Income on Loans  70,777  77,208 

 Interest Income on Assignment Loan Receivables  3,737  7,038 

 Processing Charges  6,684  4,165 

total  81,198  88,411 

SCHEDULE  “M” : OTHER INCOME 
 Interest on Bank deposits  623  854 

 Interest on Bonds  407  1,084 

 (Tax deducted at source Rs. Nil (PY Rs. 35))

 Interest on Investments  1,808  –   

 Profit on Sale of Investments  1,316  530 

 Reversal of provision no longer required  232  –   

 Other Income  2,477  2,676 

total  6,863  5,144 

SCHEDULE  “N” : EMPLOYEES’ COST
 Salaries, Bonus and Allowances  22,443  26,865 

 Company’s contribution to Provident and other Funds  1,033  1,401 

 Gratuity  32  –   

 Employee Compensation under ESOP  (5)  –   

 Staff Welfare Expenses  390  549 

total  23,893  28,815 

SCHEDULE  “O” : ADMINISTRATIVE AND OTHER EXPENSES
 Printing &  Stationery  701  647 

 Rent  2,331  3,243 

 Rates & Taxes  559  676 

 Insurance  1,042  1,228 

 Advertisement & Business Promotion Expenses  383  432 

 Commission & Brokerage  689  481 

 Professional Charges  11,237  10,477 

 Courier Charges  152  390 

 Repairs & Maintenance

  – Office Premises  1,016  1,333 

  – Others  371  399 

 Directors’ Sitting Fees  3  4 

 Travelling Expenses  1,613  1,615 

 Telecommunication Expenses  952  1,689 

 Auditors’ Remuneration

 Audit fees  25  22 

 Tax audit fees  4  4 

 Other Services  –    11 

 Out of pocket expenses  1  1 

 Electricity Charges  549  935 

 Security Charges  125  125 
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For the Ended 
march 31, 2011 

For the Ended 
march 31, 2010 

rs. Lacs rs. Lacs

 Recruitment Expenses  44  155 

 Training Expenses  134  241 

 Fees & Subscription  96  10 

 Software Charges  89  117 

 Corporate Social Responsibility  20  75 

 Miscellaneous Expenses  318  1,540 

 Impairment on Fixed Assets and Intangible Assets  (249)  1,966 

 Write off of Fixed Assets & Intangible Assets  173  –   

 Loss on Sale of Fixed Assets (Net)  81  1,191 

total  22,459  29,007 

SCHEDULE  “P”: FINANCIAL EXPENSES
INTEREST

 On loans from Banks  9,603  10,023 

 On loans from Financial Institutions  716  426 

 On Debentures  5,303  5,008 

 On Others  265  270 

Premium on redemption of debentures  3,540  4,843 

Discount on Commercial Papers  6,335  6,717 

Amortisation of ancillary borrowing cost  803  719 

Bank Charges  217  592 

total  26,782  28,598 

SCHEDULE  “Q”: BAD DEBTS WRITTEN OFF
Bad debts written off during the year (net of recoveries)  33,426  48,645 

Provision for sub standard assets  (21,871)  24,418 

Provision on repossessed assets  –    53 

total  11,555  73,116 

SCHEDULE  “R”: EARNINGS PER SHARE
Profit / (Loss) after Tax  264  (71,709)

Weighted average number of shares used in computing basic earnings per share  1,708,661,357  1,588,683,151 

Add: Weighted average number of equity shares which would be issued against share application 
pending allotment

 –    –   

Add: Weighted average number of equity shares for Nil consideration arising on grant of equity stock 
options under Employee Stock Option Plan

 53,237  53,237 

Weighted average number of equity shares in calculating diluted EPS  1,708,714,594  1,588,736,388 

Earnings per Share :

Basic (Rs.)  0.02  (4.51)

Diluted (Rs.)  0.02  (4.51)

[Nominal value of shares Rs. 10 each (Previous Year : Rs. 10)]

For the year, since the impact of conversion of potential equity shares is anti–dilutive in nature, diluted 
loss per share is the same as the basic loss per share. 
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SchEdulE “S”: NOTES TO AccOuNTS
1. Background
Fullerton India Credit Company Limited (‘the Company’) is 
a Non Banking Financial Company (‘NBFC’) which provides 
commercial, personal, automobile, etc. loans and services to 
customers such as individuals, professionals, partnership firms, 
sole proprietorship and small and medium companies. 

2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
(a) Basis of Preparation

  The financial statements have been prepared to comply in 
all material respects with the Accounting Standards notified 
by Companies (Accounting Standards) Rules, 2006 (as 
amended), the relevant provisions of the Companies Act, 
1956 and the provisions of the Reserve Bank of India (‘RBI’) 
as applicable to a NBFC. The financial statements have 
been prepared under the historical cost convention on an 
accrual basis except interest on loans where installments are 
overdue for more than 90 days, and for penal interest which 
are recognized on realized basis as required by the Non - 
Banking Financial (Deposit Accepting or Holding) Companies 
Prudential Norms (Reserve Bank) Directions, 2007 (‘the NBFC 
Directions’) as amended from time to time. The accounting 
policies have been consistently applied by the Company and 
are consistent with those used in the previous year.

(b) Use of estimates 

  The preparation of financial statements in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles requires 
management to make estimates and assumptions that 
affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and 
disclosure of contingent liabilities at the date of the financial 
statements and the results of operations during the 
reporting period end. Although these estimates are based 
upon management’s best knowledge of current events and 
actions, actual results could differ from these estimates.

(c) Fixed Assets 

  Fixed assets are stated at cost, less accumulated 
depreciation and impairment loss, if any. Cost comprises 
the purchase price and any attributable cost of bringing the 
asset to its working condition for its intended use. 

(d) Intangible Assets 

  Costs relating to acquisition and development of computer 
software are capitalized in accordance with the AS 26 
‘Intangible Assets’ issued by the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of India (‘ICAI’) and are amortised on a straight 
line method basis over a period of five years, which is 
managements estimate of its useful life. 

(e) Depreciation

  Depreciation is provided using the Straight Line Method 
(‘SLM’) as per the useful lives of the assets estimated by the 
management, or at the rates prescribed under Schedule 
XIV of the Companies Act, 1956 whichever is higher.

Rate (SLM) 
adopted by the 

Company

Schedule XIV 
Rates (SLM)

Building 2.00 % 1.63 %

Computers and 
Accessories

33.33% 16.21 %

Furniture & Fixtures 16.67 % 6.33 %

Office Equipments 16.67 & 50% 4.75 %

Vehicles 16.67%   9.50 %

  Leasehold improvements are amortised over the period of 
the lease subject to a maximum lease period of 66 months.

  Fixed assets having an original cost upto Rs. 5,000 
individually are depreciated fully in the year of purchase.

(f) Impairment 

  The carrying amounts of assets are reviewed at each 
balance sheet date if there is any indication of impairment 
based on internal / external factors. An impairment loss 
is recognized wherever the carrying amount of an asset 
exceeds its recoverable amount.  The recoverable amount 
is the greater of the asset’s net selling price and value in 
use. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash 
flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax 
discount rate that reflects current market assessments of 
the time value of money and risk specific to the asset. 

  After impairment, depreciation is provided on the revised 
carrying amount of the asset over its remaining useful life.

(g) Investments

  Investments that are readily realisable and intended to 
be held for not more than a year are classified as current 
investment. All other investments are classified as long-
term investments. Current investments are carried at 
lower of cost and fair value determined on an individual 
investment basis except for the unquoted investments 
in the units of mutual funds in the nature of current 
investments that have been valued at the net asset value 
declared by the mutual fund in respect of each particular 
scheme, in accordance with the NBFC directions. Long-
term investments are carried at cost. However, provision 
for diminution in value is made to recognise a decline other 
than temporary in the value of the investments.
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(h) Provisioning / Write-Off of Assets

  Loans including assignment loan receivables are written 
off / provided for, as per management estimates, subject 
to the minimum provision required as per Non – Banking 
Financial (Deposit Accepting or Holding) Companies 
Prudential Norms (Reserve Bank of India) Directions, 2007, 
as amended from time to time. 

 Off-Balance Sheet :

  Provision for losses under assignment arrangements is 
made as higher of the incurred loss and provision as per 
the Company’s provisioning policy for loans subject to the 
maximum credit enhancement provided to the respective 
assignee bank or financial institution.

(i) Leases

  Leases where the lessor effectively retains, substantially all 
the risks and benefits of ownership of the leased term, are 
classified as operating leases. Operating lease payments 
are recognized as an expense in the Profit and Loss 
Account on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

(j) Revenue Recognition

  Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that 
the economic benefits will flow to the Company and the 
revenue can be reliably measured. 

  Interest income on loans given is recognised under the 
internal rate of return method. Such interest, where 
installments are overdue for more than 90 days, is 
recognised only when it is actually realised. Any such 
income recognised and remaining unrealised after the 
installments become overdue for more than 90 days is 
reversed.

  Interest income on deposits with banks is recognised on 
a time proportion accrual basis taking into account the 
amount outstanding and the rate applicable.

  On sale of receivables under asset assignment 
arrangement, the profit arising on account of sale is 
recognized over the life of the receivables assigned on an 
accrual basis and loss, if any, arising on account of sale is 
accounted immediately.

  Loan processing charges are recognized over the term of the 
loan in proportion to the interest accrued during the year.

  Other receipts such as penal interest, collection charges, 
cheque dishonour charges, duplicate statement charges, 
etc. are accounted on receipt basis.

  Dividend income is recognized on establishment of right to 
receive basis by the balance sheet date. 

  Dividend from subsidiaries is recognized even if the same 
is declared after the balance sheet date but pertains to 
period on or before the date of balance sheet as per the 
requirements of Schedule VI of the Companies Act, 1956. 

(k) Foreign Currency Translation 

 i) Initial recognition

   Foreign currency transactions are recorded in the 
reporting currency, by applying to the foreign 
currency amount, the exchange rate between the 
reporting currency and the foreign currency at the 
date of the transaction.  

 ii) Conversion

   Foreign currency monetary items are reported using 
the closing rate. 

 iii) Exchange differences

   Exchange differences arising on the settlement of 
monetary items or on the company’s monetary items 
at rates different from those at which they were 
initially recorded during the year, or reported in the 
previous financial statements, are recognized as 
income or as expense in the year in which they arise. 

(l) Retirement and other Employee Benefits

 i)  Gratuity liability is a defined benefit obligation and 
is provided for on the basis of an actuarial valuation 
on Projected Unit Credit method made at the end of 
each financial year. 

 ii)  Superannuation is provided for on accrual basis, in 
accordance with the Company’s policy.

 iii)  Contribution to Provident Fund is charged to the 
Profit and Loss Account of the year when the 
contribution to the respective fund is due. There are 
no other obligations other than contribution payable 
to respective trusts.

 iv) Sales incentives are provided for on accrual basis,  
  in accordance with the Company’s policy. Employers  
  contribution for sales incentives is provided for on the  
  basis of an actuarial valuation made at the end of the  
  financial year.

 v)  Actuarial gains are immediately taken to Profit and 
Loss Account and are not deferred.
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(m)  Income Taxes

  Tax expense comprises of current and deferred tax. Current 
income tax is measured at the amount expected to be paid 
to the tax authorities in accordance with the Income Tax 
Act, 1961 enacted in India. Deferred income taxes reflects 
the impact of current year timing differences between 
taxable income and accounting income for the year and 
reversal of timing differences of earlier years.

  Deferred tax is measured based on the tax rates and the 
tax laws enacted or substantively enacted at the balance 
sheet date. Deferred tax assets are recognised only to the 
extent that there is reasonable certainty that sufficient 
future taxable income will be available against which such 
deferred tax assets can be realised. In situations where the 
company has unabsorbed depreciation or carry forward tax 
losses, all deferred tax assets are recognised only if there is 
virtual certainty supported by convincing evidence that they 
can be realised against future taxable profits. 

  At each balance sheet date the Company re-assesses 
unrecognised deferred tax assets.  It recognises 
unrecognised deferred tax assets to the extent that it has 
become reasonably certain or virtually certain, as the case 
may be that sufficient future taxable income will be available 
against which such deferred tax assets can be realized.

(n) Earnings Per Share

  Basic earnings per share is calculated by dividing the net 
profit or loss for the period attributable to equity shareholders 
(after deducting attributable taxes) by the weighted average 
number of equity shares outstanding during the year. 

  For the purpose of calculating diluted earnings per share, 
the net profit or loss for the period attributable to equity 
shareholders and the weighted average number of shares 
outstanding during the period are adjusted for the effects 
of all dilutive potential equity shares.

(o) Provisions

  A provision is recognised when an enterprise has a present 
obligation as a result of past event; it is probable that 
an outflow of resources will be required to settle the 
obligation, in respect of which a reliable estimate can be 
made. Provisions are not discounted to its present value 
and are determined based on best estimate required to 
settle the obligation at the balance sheet date. These are 
reviewed at each balance sheet date and adjusted to reflect 
the current best estimates. 

(p) Cash and Cash equivalents

  Cash and cash equivalents for the purpose of cash flow 
statement comprise cash at bank and in hand and short term 
investments with original maturity of three months or less.

(q) Employee Stock Option Plan (“ESOP”)

  Measurement and disclosure of the employee share-based 
payment plan is done in accordance with the Guidance 
Note on Accounting for Employee Share-based Payments, 
issued by the ICAI. The Company measures compensation 
cost relating to employee stock options using the fair value 
method and uses the option pricing model as per Black 
Scholes formula. Compensation expense is amortized over 
the vesting period of the option on a straight line basis.

(r) Deferred Revenue Expenditure

  Expenditure incurred for raising borrowed funds represents 
ancillary borrowing costs incurred in connection with the 
arrangement of borrowings and is amortised over the 
tenure of the respective borrowings. 

3. Segment Information
  The Company operates in a single reportable segment i.e. 

lending to customers such as individuals, professionals, 
partnership firms, sole proprietorship and small and 
medium companies, and which have similar risks & returns 
for the purpose of AS 17 on ‘Segment Reporting’ issued 
by ICAI. The Company does not have any reportable 
geographical segment.
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4. Assignment of loans
  During the year the Company has transferred loans through direct assignment. The information on direct assignment activity of 

the Company as an originator is as shown below:

Particulars
For the year ended 

March 31, 2011
For the year ended 

March 31, 2010

Total number of loans assigned 67,783 -

Total book value of the loans assigned (Rs. Lacs) 5,551 -

Sale consideration received for the loan asset assigned 5,551 -

Income from asset assignment recognised in the Profit and Loss A/c 79 -

Particulars
As at  

March 31, 2011
As at  

March 31, 2010

Credit enhancements provided and outstanding:

Interest subordination 79 -

Cash Collateral 1,660 -

5. Related Party Disclosure List and details of related parties 
Holding Companies Angelica Investments Pte. Ltd., Singapore (‘Angelica’) 

Fullerton Financials Holdings Pte. Ltd. (Holding Company of Angelica)

Fellow Subsidiary Fullerton Securities & Wealth Advisors Ltd.

Subsidiary Fullerton India Foundation for Social & Economic Development 
(Section 25 company)

Fullerton India Home Finance Company Ltd.

Key Management Personnel 1) Mr. Ruben De La Mora, CEO & President 
(Managing Director, from September 29, 2009 to December 15, 2009)

2) Mr. Parvez Vajifdar, Whole Time Director (from January 28, 2010)

3) Mr. G. S. Sundararajan, Managing Director (Upto September 29, 2009)
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(Rs. Lacs)

Holding Company Subsidiary Key Management 
Personnel **

Fellow Subsidiary Total

March 
31, 

2011

March 
31, 

2010

March 
31, 

2011

March 
31, 

2010

March 
31, 

2011

March 
31, 

2010

March 
31, 

2011

March 
31, 

2010

March 
31, 

2011

March 
31, 

2010

Issue of share capital 
including share 
application money 

- 24,195 - - - - - - - 24,195

Investments in equity 
shares

- - 202 - - - - 14 202 14

Database access & 
referral fees (included 
in professional 
charges)

- - - - - - 96 - 96 -

Reimbursement for 
expenses incurred on 
behalf of the Company 

- - - - - - 3 - 3 -

Expenses incurred by 
the Company on behalf 
of others

- - 9 - - - - - 9 -

Salary & employee 
benefits 

- - - - 447 96 - - 447 96

Balance outstanding as 
at the year end

Share capital including 
securities  premium

171,562 171,562 - - - - - - 171,562 171,562

Investments - - 202 - - - 8,763 8,763 8,965 8,763

Other Receivables - - 9 - - - - - 9 -

Sundry Creditors - - - - - - 77 - 77 -

** Remuneration paid / payable to Directors is disclosed under 11.1 below.
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6. Leases  
Premises are obtained on operating lease. The lease term is for 11 months to 134 months and renewable / cancellable at the option 
of the Company. Certain lease agreements contain clause for escalation of lease payments. There are no restrictions imposed by lease 
arrangements. There are no subleases. Lease payments during the year are charged to Profit and Loss Account. 
 

For the year ended 
March 31, 2011

For the year ended 
March 31, 2010 

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Operating lease payments recognized during the year 2,331 3,243

Minimum Lease Obligations - -

Not later than one year 2,141 3,384

Later than one year but not later than five years 7,455 9,106

Later than five years 394 2,099

 
7. Capital Commitments 
Estimated amount of contracts remaining to be executed on capital account and not provided for as at March 31, 2011 is  
Rs. 102.03 (Lacs) (PY Rs. 102.63 (Lacs)).

 
8. Cash and Cash Equivalents

For the year ended 
March 31, 2011

For the year ended 
March 31, 2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Cash and Bank Balance (as per Schedule “H”) 7,314 23,997

Bank Balance (Book Overdraft) (as per Schedule “K”) (9,446) (4,146)

Less: Lien marked Fixed Deposits (5,811) (2,400)

Less: Fixed Deposits having original maturity period greater than  three months (0) (4,900)

Balance considered as Cash and Cash Equivalents for Cash Flow Statement (7,943) 12,551

 
9. Contingent Liability not provided for

Description of the Liability
March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Credit enhancement provided by the Company for the loans under assignment arrangements 
(including cash collaterals and interest subordination) 1,739 -
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10. Employee Stock Options
 The Company has provided share-based payment plan to its employees. During the year ended March 31, 2011, the following plans 
were in operation:

Tranche I Tranche II Tranche III

Date of grant June 23, 2006 January 21, 2007 October 18, 2007

Date of Board Approval April 21, 2006 April 21, 2006 April 21, 2006

Date of Shareholders’ approval June 07, 2006 June 07, 2006 June 07, 2006

Number of options granted 5,715,541 6,785,538 6,749,872

Method of Settlement (Cash/Equity) Equity Equity Equity

Graded Vesting Period

December 31, 2009 1/6th of options granted 1/6th of options granted 1/6th of options granted

December 31, 2010 1/6th of options granted 1/6th of options granted 1/6th of options granted

December 31, 2011 1/6th of options granted 1/6th of options granted 1/6th of options granted

December 31, 2015 Balance options Balance options Balance options

Exercisable upto December 31, 2018 December 31, 2018 December 31, 2018 

Vesting Conditions On achievement of pre-determined targets which are based on the financial targets committed in 
the approved Business Plan of the Company.

The details of Tranche I have been summarized below: 

March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Number of 
Shares

Weighted 
Average Exercise 

Price(Rs.)

Number of 
Shares

Weighted 
Average Exercise 

Price(Rs.)

Outstanding at the beginning of the year 2,345,066 10 4,770,381 10

Granted during the year - - - -

Lapsed during the year 2,345,066 - 2,425,315 -

Exercised during the year - - - -

Expired during the year - - - -

Outstanding at the end of the year - 10 2,345,066 10

Exercisable at the end of the year - - - -

Weighted average remaining contractual life (in years) - - 6.78 -

Weighted average fair value of options granted - 0.21 - 0.21
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The details of Tranche II have been summarized below: 

March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Number 
of Shares

Weighted 
Average Exercise 

Price(Rs.)

Number of 
Shares

Weighted 
Average Exercise 

Price(Rs.)

Outstanding at the beginning of the year 3,593,394 10 6,286,209 10

Granted during the year - - - -

Lapsed during the year 1,787,779 - 2,692,815 -

Exercised during the year - - - -

Expired during the year - - - -

Outstanding at the end of the year 1,805,615 10 3,593,394 10

Exercisable at the end of the year - - - -

Weighted average remaining contractual life (in years) 5.20 - 6.20 -

Weighted average fair value of options granted - 0.06 - 0.06

The details of Tranche III have been summarized below: 

March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Number of 
Shares

Weighted 
Average Exercise 

Price(Rs.)

Number of 
Shares

Weighted 
Average Exercise 

Price(Rs.)

Outstanding at the beginning of the year 3,593,394 10 6,286,209 10

Granted during the year - - - -

Lapsed during the year 1,787,779 - 2,692,815 -

Exercised during the year - - - -

Expired during the year - - - -

Outstanding at the end of the year 1,805,615 10 3,593,394 10

Exercisable at the end of the year - - - -

Weighted average remaining contractual life (in years) 5.46 - 6.46 -

Weighted average fair value of options granted - 0.00 - 0.00

The weighted average share price at the date of exercise for stock options is Rs. 10. 
The details of exercise price for stock options outstanding at the end of the period are: 

March 31, 2011

Range of exercise 
prices

Number of options 
outstanding

Weighted average remaining 
contractual life of options  

(in years)

Weighted average 
exercise price

Tranche I Rs. 10       - - Rs. 10

Tranche II Rs. 10        1,805,615 5.20 Rs. 10

Tranche III Rs. 10        1,805,615  5.46 Rs. 10
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March 31, 2010

Range of exercise 
prices

Number of options 
outstanding

Weighted average remaining 
contractual life of options  

(in years)

Weighted average 
exercise price

Tranche I Rs. 10       2,345,066 6.78 Rs. 10

Tranche II Rs. 10        3,593,394 6.20 Rs. 10

Tranche III Rs. 10        3,593,394 6.46 Rs. 10

Pursuant to the plan, the Company has computed the fair value of the employee stock option and has recognized a net 
compensation reversal cost of Rs. 5 (PY Rs. Nil) as the fair value of the options as of the date of grant.

Stock Options granted

Tranche I:   
The weighted average fair value of stock options granted during the year ended March 31, 2007 was Rs. 0.21. The Black Scholes 
model had been used for computing the weighted average fair value considering the following inputs:

Vest 1 Vest 2 Vest 3 Vest 4

Exercise Price (Rs.) 10 10 10 10

Expected Volatility 0% 0% 0% 0%

Historical Volatility 0% 0% 0% 0%

Life of the options granted (Vesting and exercise period) in years 8.03 8.53 9.03 11.03

Expected dividends per annum  (Rs.) 10 10 10 10

Average risk-free interest rate 7.76% 7.82% 7.87% 8.09%

Expected dividend rate 7.50% 7.50% 7.50% 7.50%

 
Tranche II:   
The weighted average fair value of stock options granted during the year ended March 31, 2007 was Rs. 0.06. The Black Scholes 
model had been used for computing the weighted average fair value considering the following inputs:

Vest 1 Vest 2 Vest 3 Vest 4

Exercise Price (Rs.) 10 10 10 10

Expected Volatility 0% 0% 0% 0%

Historical Volatility 0% 0% 0% 0%

Life of the options granted (Vesting and exercise period) in years 7.45 7.95 8.45 10.45

Expected dividends per annum  (Rs.) 10 10 10 10

Average risk-free interest rate 7.59% 7.60% 7.61% 7.66%

Expected dividend rate 7.50% 7.50% 7.50% 7.50%
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Tranche III:   
The weighted average fair value of stock options granted during the year ended March 31, 2008 was Rs. Nil. The Black Scholes 
model had been used for computing the weighted average fair value considering the following inputs:

Vest 1 Vest 2 Vest 3 Vest 4

Exercise Price (Rs.) 10 10 10 10

Expected Volatility 0% 0% 0% 0%

Historical Volatility 0% 0% 0% 0%

Life of the options granted (Vesting and exercise period) in years 6.71 7.21 7.71 9.71

Expected dividends per annum  (Rs.) 10 10 10 10

Average risk-free interest rate 7.51% 7.54% 7.57% 7.75%

Expected dividend rate 8.18% 8.18% 8.18% 8.18%

Expected Volatility – Since the Company is not listed, 0% volatility is assumed.       
 
Effect of the employee share-based payment plans of the Profit & Loss Account and on its financial position: 
 

Particulars

For the Year 
Ended March 31, 

2011

For the Year 
Ended March 31, 

2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Total Employee Compensation Cost pertaining to share- based payment plans (5) -

Deferred Compensation Cost - -

Liability for employee stock option outstanding as at year end 1 6

11. Supplementary Statutory Information
11.1  Directors Remuneration

Particulars

For the year ended  
March 31, 2011 

For the year ended  
March 31, 2010 

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Salaries and incentives 46 76

Perquisites - 15

Company’s Contribution to Provident Fund 1 4

Provision for Superannuation - 4

Total 47 99

Note: As the future liability for gratuity is provided on an actuarial basis for the Company as a whole, the amount pertaining to the 
director is not ascertainable and therefore not included above.

The Computation of profits under section 349 of the Companies Act, 1956 has not been given as no commission is payable to the 
Directors / Managing Director.
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11.2  Expenditure in Foreign Currency (Accrual Basis) 

Particulars

For the year ended  
March 31, 2011 

For the year ended  
March 31, 2010 

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Travelling 4 5

Professional Fees 85 60

Others - 2

Total 89 67

11.3  CIF value of Imports

Particulars

Capital Goods 207 7

 
12. Retirement and other employee benefits 
The Company has a defined benefit gratuity plan. Every employee who has completed five years or more of service gets a gratuity on 
departure at 15 days salary (last drawn salary) for each completed year of service.

The following tables summaries the components of net benefit expense recognized in the Profit and Loss Account and the amounts 
recognized in the balance sheet for the plan.

Profit and Loss Account
Net employees benefit expense (recognised in employee cost) :

Particulars

For the year ended March 
31, 2011

For the year ended March 
31, 2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Current service cost 92 115

Interest cost on benefit obligation 14 15

Expected Return on Plan Assets (16) -

Net Actuarial( Gain) / Loss recognised in the year (57) (155)

Past Service Cost

Net Benefit Expense 33 (25)

Actual return on plan assets - -
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Balance sheet
Details of Provision for gratuity:

Particulars
March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Defined benefit obligation 186 180

Fair value of plan assets 180 205

Less: Unrecognized Past Service Cost - -

Plan asset / (liability) (6) 25

 
Changes in the present value of the defined benefit obligation are as follows:

Particulars
March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Opening defined benefit obligation 180 197

Interest cost 14 15

Current service cost 92 115

Benefits paid (39) -

Actuarial (gains) / losses on obligation (61) (147)

Closing defined benefit obligation 186 180

 
Changes in the fair value of plan assets are as follows:

Particulars
March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Opening fair value of plan assets 205 -

Expected return 16 -

Contributions by employer 2 198

Benefits paid (39) -

Actuarial gains / (losses) (4) 7

Closing fair value of plan assets 180 205

 
The major categories of plan assets as a percentage of the fair value of total plan assets are as follows:

Particulars March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Investments with insurer % 100 100
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The overall expected rate of return on assets is determined based on the market prices prevailing on that date, applicable to the 
period over which obligation is to be settled. There has been a significant change in the expected rate of return on assets due to the 
stock market scenario. 

The principal assumptions used in determining gratuity liability for the Company’s plans are shown below:

Particulars March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Discount rate 8.25% 8.00%

Expected rate of return on assets 8.25% 8.00%

Employee Turnover 1% at each age for all and 
20% to 60% categorywise

1% at each age for all and 
25% to 54% categorywise

Future Salary rise 5.00% 5.00%

The estimates of future salary increases, considered in actuarial valuation, take account of inflation, seniority, promotion and other 
relevant factors, such as supply and demand in the employment market.

Amounts for the current period are as follows:

Particulars
March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Defined benefit obligation 186 180

Plan assets 180 205

Surplus / (deficit) (6) 25

Experience adjustments on plan liabilities (36) (141)

Experience adjustments on plan assets (4) 7

13. Provision for onerous contracts 
The Board of Directors in its meeting held on March 22, 2010, had approved the proposal to exit the market at certain locations, 
pursuant to an exercise of reorganising operations.

ASI 30 issued by ICAI, defines ‘onerous contract’ as a contract in which the unavoidable costs of meeting the obligations under the 
contract exceed the economic benefits expected to be received under it. Accordingly, the Company had identified certain contracts 
pertaining to lease rental and employee compensation payable for the notice period, which were onerous in nature, pertaining to 
the abovementioned locations and had provided for the obligation, in accordance with the recognition criteria for provision as per 
AS 29. 

The details of the same are given in the table below :

Particulars
March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Provision at the beginning of the year 345 -

Add : Provision made during the year - 345

Less : Amounts utilized during the year (288) -

Less : Unused amounts reversed during the year (57) -

Provision at the end of the year - 345
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14. Ancillary Borrowing Cost 
The movement in ancillary borrowing cost is as under :

Particulars
March 31, 2011 March 31, 2010

Rs. Lacs Rs. Lacs

Opening at the beginning of the year 678 779

Add : Payments made during the year 510 618

Less : Amortised during the year (803) (719)

Closing at the end of the year 385 678

15.  Information with regard to other matters specified in paragraph 4A & 4C of Part II of Schedule VI of the Act are either Nil or 
Not Applicable to the Company for the year ended March 31, 2011.  

16.  The Company has the process of identification of suppliers registered under the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 
Development Act, 2006, by obtaining confirmations from all suppliers. Based on current information / confirmations available 
with the Company, there are no dues to suppliers who are registered under the relevant Act as at March 31, 2011.

17. Previous year’s figures, have been regrouped where necessary to conform to this year’s classification.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of Fullerton India Credit Company Limited

Francis Andrew Rozario Ruben de la Mora Parvez Vajifdar
Chairman CEO and President Whole-Time Director

Katarzyna Jozefowicz Pankaj Malik
Chief Financial Officer SVP Finance and Company Secretary
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SchEdulE TO ThE BAlANcE ShEET Of A NON-BANkiNg fiNANciAl cOmpANy 
 
(As required in terms of Paragraph 13 of Non-Banking Financial (Deposit Accepting or Holding) Companies Prudential Norms 
(Reserve Bank of India ) Directions, 2007)

S.No Particulars (Rs. Lacs)

Liabilities side:

1 Loans and advances availed by the Non Banking Financial Company inclusive of 
interest accrued thereon but not paid:

Amount 
Outstanding

Amount 
Overdue

(a) Debentures (other than falling within the meaning of public deposits)

Secured 8,500 -

Unsecured 48,290 -

(b) Deferred Credits - -

(c) Term Loans 104,278 -

(d) Inter-corporate loans and borrowing - -

(e) Commercial Paper 116,321 -

(f)  Public Deposits - -

(g) Other Loans 1,501 -

2 Break-up of (1)(f) above (Outstanding public deposits inclusive of interest accrued 
thereon but not paid):

Amount 
Outstanding

Amount 
Overdue

(a) In the form of Unsecured debentures - -

(b)  In the form of partly secured debentures i.e. debentures where there is a shortfall in the 
value of security

- -

(c) Other public deposits - -

Assets side:

3 Break-up of Loans and Advances including bills receivables [other than those 
included in (4) below] :

Amount 
Outstanding

(a) Secured 94,213

(b) Unsecured 225,536

4 Break up of Leased Assets and stock on hire and other assets counting towards AFC 
activities

Amount 
Outstanding

(i) Lease assets including lease rentals under sundry debtors :

(a) Finance Lease -

(b) Operating Lease -

(ii) Stock on hire including hire charges under sundry debtors:

(a) Assets on hire

(b) Repossessed Assets -

(iii) Other Loans counting towards AFC activities :

(a) Loans where assets have been repossessed -

(b) Loans other than (a) above -
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S.No Particulars (Rs. Lacs)

5 Break-up of Investments : -

Current Investments

1. Quoted:

(i) Shares:

(a) Equity -

(b) Preference -

(ii) Debentures and Bonds -

(iii) Units of mutual funds -

(iv) Government Securities -

(v) Others 

2. Unquoted:

(i) Shares:

(a) Equity -

(b) Preference -

(ii) Debentures and Bonds -

(iii) Units of mutual funds 2,501

(iv) Government Securities -

(v) Others – Certificate of Deposits 21,981

– Commercial papers 9,873

Long Term Investments

1. Quoted:

(i) Shares:

(a) Equity -

(b) Preference -

(ii) Debentures and Bonds -

(iii) Units of mutual funds -

(iv) Government Securities -

(v) Others -

2. Unquoted:

(i) Shares:

(a) Equity 8,970

(b) Preference -

(ii) Debentures and Bonds -

(iii) Units of mutual funds -

(iv) Government Securities -

(v) Others -
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S.No Particulars (Rs. Lacs)

6 Borrower group-wise classification of all leased assets, stock-on-hire  
and loans and advances :

Category Amount net of Provision

Secured Unsecured Total

1. Related Parties

    (a) Subsidiaries - - -

    (b) Companies in the same group - - -

    (c) Other related parties - - -

2. Other than related parties 94,213 225,536 319,749

Total 94,213 225,536 319,749

7 Investor group-wise classification of all investments (current and long term) in shares and securities  
(both quoted and unquoted):

Category
Market Value /  

Break up or fair value or NAV
Book Value  

(Net of Provisions)

1. Related Parties

    (a) Subsidiaries 202 202

    (b) Companies in the same management 8,763 8,763

    (c) Other related parties - -

2. Other than related parties 34,360 34,360

Total 43,325 43,325

8 Other Information (Rs. Lacs)

(i) Gross Non-Performing Assets

    (a) Related parties -

    (b) Other than related parties 13,526

(ii) Net Non-Performing Assets

    (a) Related parties -

    (b) Other than related parties 8,357

(iii) Assets acquired in satisfaction of debt -
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STATEmENT purSuANT TO pArT iV Of SchEdulE Vi TO ThE cOmpANiES AcT, 1956
Balance Sheet Abstract and Company’s General Business Profile

I Registration Details    
 Registration No : U65191TN1994PLC079235 State Code:  18 

 Balance Sheet Date:  31-Mar-11   

II Capital Raised During The Year (Amount in Rs. Thousands)   
 Public Issue NIL Rights Issue NIL 

 Bonus Issue NIL Private Placement NIL

 
III Position of Mobilisation And Deployment of Funds (Amount in Rs. Thousands)  
 Total Liabilities  45,104,900  Total Assets  45,104,900 

 Sources of Funds    

 Paid-Up Capital 17,086,600   Reserves and Surplus   129,200 

 Stock Options Outstanding 100   Unsecured Loans   19,561,100 

 Secured Loans 8,327,900    

 Application of Funds    

 Net Fixed Assets   660,700  Investments   4,332,500 

 Net Current Assets  30,127,300  Miscellaneous Expenditure   38,500 

 Accumulated Losses  9,945,900    

    

IV Performance of Company (Amount in Rs. Thousands) 
 Turnover (Sales and other income)  8,806,100 Total Expenditure  8,779,100 

 Profit Before Tax  27,000 Profit After Tax  26,400 

 Earnings Per Share - Basic Rs.  0.02 Dividend Rate % Nil 

V Generic names of principal products/services of the Company 
 (As per monetary Terms)    

 Item Code No. (ITC Code)  Not Applicable 
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